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CHfiPTE.R I 
IN'l'Rc.DUC'l'l d4 
The occlusion ot orthodontically treated patients is sOIletimes 
unstable. It has been suggested that this lack of .tability in tooth 
ali~nment .~y be due to functional tactors in ~~e occlusion ot the teeth. 
Since alignment stability ot teeth in a good tunctional denture 18 the 
pr1aary reason tor correcting a malocclusion orthodontic~lly, the tendencr 
toward pz\rtial relapse is ot epecial interest. 
It i8 believed th~t broken interproximal contacts 88 seen in the 
mandibular anterior teeth lIight be an indicator ot irabal8nces outside of the 
incisor segment of that arch. The purpose ot this research is to investigate 
certain functional tactors in the occlusion of orthodontieally treated teeth 
to eee whether they influence slirn-ent stability of the mandibular anterior 
teeth. 
Especial17 interesting in this stud1 ot a1igmumt of the mandibular 
anterior teeth is the cuapid and incisor interocclueal contact in lateral 
and prot-ruei.e (forward) aandibular mov.ents. The theory is that it the 
cuspids alone contact in lateral excursion. the mandibular cuapids are 
dr1ven .es1ally and tend to tip lingually. thus caUSing forees wbich create 
a mesial force component that d1sturbs the mandibular anterior tooth 
alignment. If the cUllpid interocclusal contact in lateral functional 
1 
movements of the aandible i8 a factor in relapse, we should expect to SM 
solitary cuspid interoeclusal contact in lateral movement of the mandible 
in saae caees which have broken interproxiaal contact 1n the mandibular 
anterior teeth. tie should expect to see no so11tarr cuspid interocelueal 
contact in thoee subjects with properly aligned mandibular incisors. The 
s ... ratioule can be used for the incisor Interocclusal contact and pro-
trusive (fonrard) movements of the mandible. 
It cuspid interocclwsal contact in lr,teral m.ol"ement of the mandible 
And incisor interocclual contact in protrusive movement of the mandible 
should prove not to be factors, the change in in'tercElnine width during and 
after treatllent mU8t be conaidered as fA ponible tactor. The difference in 
mandibular poaition in centric occlusion and centric relation i8 to be 
eited a8 baving a possible influence on the alignaent of the mandibular 
anteriora. "Centric relation" is the mOlt retruded position of the mandible. 
"Centric occlusion" is the ter.a used to describe the intereuapal relation-
l!hip of the teeth when the m.a~illar7 and aandibular teeth are in .. ximua 
contact. Interoecluaal tooth contacta found in centric relation, which 
cause the mandible to be guided fraa cen~ic relation, will be ot special 
interest in this study dealing with the stability of an orthodontically 
treated occlusion. 
2 
Col_an (19M) believes that a comprehensive study of the 
occlusion of natural teeth is such an extensive subject that even an 
attempt to present a single phase of occlusal correction becomes very much 
involved. It rather len!lth, but eanplete definition of normal ocelusion 
was given by Strang (1958) &81 
"That structural compOSite consisting fundamentally of the teeth 
and jan and characterized bT a normal relationship of the so-called 
occlusal, inclined planea of teeth that are individually and collect-
ively located in architectural harmony with their ba8al bonea and with 
cranial anataay, exhibit correct prox~l con~1cting and axial 
positioning and heve associated with th_ norJUl grcnrth, development, 
location and correl~tion or all environmental tissuea ~nd parts." 
Although this _1' be cOlUlidered to be a good definition, it rioeEo not 
describe the actual inclined plane and cusp relationship of the teeth in 
the opposing jaws when the teeth vre interdigitated in normal occlusion. 
Fosselt (1962) describes normal occlusion aSI 
"The me~io-buceal cusps of the upper first permanent molars occlude 
with the aesic-buccal aulei of the first lower molars and thus ia neutro-
occlusion. .1. neutral arch relationship signifies that all mandibular 
teeth occlude one hall premolar breadth more aGsially than the corres-
ponding upper teeth. 'this is due to the relative narrowness of the 
l.ower central incisors as ccapared to the corresponding upper teeth." 
Although theae definitions are complete they leave much to be dedred 
bechuse th8J tail to l1ention the inevitable morphologic dbcrepanc1ea ire-
quantly present in many dentitiona. 
From the standpoint of statics ot the occluding teeth we are com-
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pelled to consider tooth sise as a factor influencing occlusion. ntfter-
ences in tooth size c~ intluence what mi~ht otherwise be a potentially 
stable occluaion. Cooper (1961) worked out a Ilethod ot 8n811'8ia for 
locating and recording tooth size discrepancies 1n various parts of the 
arches before treatment which aight influence the tooth arrangement in a 
treated caee. Ballard (19LL) in a study of asymmetry in tooth size measured 
the teeth on SOD aets of oR-sta I1nd (:ompared the mesiodistal diameter ot 
each tooth with the corresponding tooth in the oppOSite side of the dental 
arch. In 90% ot his sample he demonstrated ... right-left discrepancy in 
mesiodistal width amounting to .25 WI or more. He sug~:e8ted the judiciOUS 
stripping of the prox1.mal surfaces, primarily of the anterior segment, when 
lIuch tooth aiae differentials were encountered. Ballard, however, did not 
consider the po •• ibility of distortion in hi. impression techniques. G. V. 
Black (1902) measured natural teeth and ~av8 the profession ~eneral ayera~e 
tooth slse8. 1bes8, however, do not help in assessing tooth sizes in 
individual case •• 
Bol ton (1952) m.easured the size of premolars as an .aid in local-
iz1np tooth slze disharmonies which might alter t,he ocelusal relationship. 
desired after ort~odontic treatment. His study emphaSised the need of con-
sidering prilmlolar sizes on an individual bMJie 80 as to match upper and lower 
tooth materilll removed in extrnction eases. It 1\"85 dso brou/tht out that 
occlus,.'f! disharmonies cp.n be caused by increaE'ing tooth width by over con-
toured restorations. Kesling (1946) an-:i Bolton (l952) Elug!!est the need .for 
diagnostic setupI'! , 'erticuhl"l;,{ where there are seemiDt; tooth size dis-
crepancies. Nett (19h9) worked out B ratio between dlaaeters 01 the upper 
ctnd lower anterior teeth to aid in aSf-essing the overbite. 
Steadman (19119) demonstr;;;ted that overbite and overjet were var-
iable. Intluenced by the angulat.lon of the upper incisors to the lower 
incisors. He found where there was a larger angle between the maxillary 
and undibular incisorll, the overbite could incr."'H.t more per unit 01 overjet. 
Woods (1990), in a longitudinal study or 28 males and femal.1 
Mving no~l occlu&ion (sges ) and 15 y .. rs), found that the intermolar 
arch width decreases gradually until these teeth came into occlusion, then 
the width .y r-.a.in the same or decrease. He also found that the lower 
intereanine width l"emalM &bout the 88M except f'or 8 decrease in width 
between 6 and 11 in ~ome eases. St .•• dman (1961) concludes, if the inter-
molar or intereanlne widtbs are made too great during treatlllent" thie will 
decrease (,fter tr~atment. Crowdtng can be eliminated by keeping the inter-
molar and inter canine dletsnce ohanges to a aintaum during treatment. 
N~nc. (1947) demonstrated that the inner ~reh length ot the lower arch, 
measured iro. the meeial ot the lower first molar to the gingival inter-
proximal space of tbe lower centrllls, should not be increased durj.Dg treat-
ment if per.aneney of result is to be expected, except in eases of lingual 
version of the lower anteriors or where the molars are tipped mesiallY'". 
Nance (19L1) questions )rd molar pressure during eruption as • 
probable caW'Je of lower anterior tooth erowdin&g. Baume (1950) observed 
that the lower prim:ate spaces 8re closed in t;ype I deciduous dent! tiona 
by the eruption of the mandibular t!ret perunent molars before they 
occlude with the maxillary first penwnent molars. 
Denture stablli ty appraieed trom the static aspect tells only a 
small part of the etory concerning denture stabili 1.7 or the lack of it. 
The functional considerations of occlusion must be studied for the remainder 
ot the story. PQ8selt (1962) stat.a: 
ftA neutral occlusion is often considered to be optimal, both 
functionally and esthetically) however, a functional optiaum embraces 
much more than a neutro-occ1usionJ 1 t I"!.epends on a large nUllber or 
tactors. It does not tallow, therefore, that a neutral occlusion ill 
synonymous with optimal function." 
Tbe term function has multiple meanings when one applies it to occlusion. 
Optimua function requires a balanced functional equilibrium, which means 
"the denture must be :1.0 harmoniOus function 1d. th the temporomandibular 
joint an~ it. activating ausculoture in all &re&s ot moveaent." (Jarabat 
1956) 
POflselt (1952) studying the occluaions of tifty lien, with an 
a.erage age of 2) years, found that their intercuspal position U5 forward 
to their most retruded pOSition by 1.25 am ~ 1 mm. Peeselt (1962) state.: 
6 
"With reg<"rd to the !Teat practicuu. importance of the tenainal 
hinge movement 8.8 a reference IBO'f'ement, it ae .. acceptable to use 
thl! ter:ninl41 ninee relationsh1r;o as a pr,tlct1cal concept of' t centric 
relation' .If 
M.clveJ" (1959) found in fA sample of 170 untreated llalocclus1ou in children 
a.ge. ,-lS years (mean 12 years), that 73% of the nass II and 76% of the 
Class I could not retrude beyond their intercwspal positions. The remain-
ing could retrude les8 than one-fourth of a cusp_ This demonstrates the 
value of the moet retruded occlusal position as a starting point tor 
atUINsment of occlusal relations. It i8 often synonymous wi til centric 
occlusion or the intercuepal position. The closing ot the priamte spaces 
by the lowE'.%' buccal seffl,entfl drifting mesially ~nd th(:' tact thf4t.". ttullre is 
a larger leeway ep,ftce on the lower than on the upper, are probably Adjust.-
ment mech.aQisa& to keep the mandible in the most retruded position during 
the mbed dent1tion period. McI'Ver, appraising Clue II ulocclusione t.tfter 
the1r reduction, found there was a Significant difference when caapared 
with noraal occlusions in the d1tference in the amount of retrusion 
possible between centric relation and the 1ntercuepal positIon. He, aleo, 
was uble to differentiate between two different typee of retrusions 
occurring beyond inte.I'cuspa1 position. Jacoba (1960) observed 1n h1s 
sample that there wae a (lTelltor difference between the retruded occlusal 
position 1n his treAted malocclUSions where preaolaru were extracted than 
1n the non-extraction eases. 
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Studies in equilibration and electromyographic activity by Jacobs 
(1960), Ekleberry and Eggleston (196li, and Shiba and Campisciano (1962), 
on treated orthodontic cases showed that as the slide-in-centric was 
reduced by equilibration, 80 was the electraayographic activity ot the 
muscles of mastication. Slide-in-centric is a term used by R_tjord to 
denote the slide that is developed when there is a difterence between cen-
tric relation and the intercuspal position. 
McIver observed that buccolingual pOSitions of teeth in the buccal 
segments affect the anteroposterior position of the mandible unilaterally 
and bilaterally, but it is likely to be overlooked unless the retruded 
position is used. Jacobs (198:» found interferences to proper intercuspa-
tion were seen most frequently on the distobuccal cusp of the maxillary 
first molar occluding in the distobuceal groove of the mandibular molar. 
He also found interferences on the mesiobuccal incline of the lingual cusps 
of the maxillary first and second bicuspids fram the buccal cusps of the 
low~.r bicuspids. 
Burket (1963), Heimlich (1951), Coleman (19LB), and Schuyler (1935) 
urge the need for occlusal equilibration. A few of the pOints and cauti0D8 
need mentioning. Burket (1963) states that: 
"Occlusal inequalities can be resolved b.r I) coronal wear through 
function over an extended period of time, 2) movement of the teeth, 
which can take place within varying intervals of time, and 3) con-
trolled occlusal adjustment by selective grinding. It 1s highly 
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unlikely that natural coronal wear (1 libove) will be effective, aince 
this requires an extremely f~ periodontal attachment, a condition 
that r8rely is attainBble imaediately following active orthodontic 
treatment. The tact that a retention phaae of treatment i. usually 
neeeseary is, ot itselt, indicative of a tairly lAbile attachment 
8.pparatus. The elimination of occlusal interference. by the movement 
of teeth (2 above) following orthodontic therapy det.ts the v.-ry 
purpose of the controlled tooth movement. Theretore, it would appear 
that the 1101 t rational procedure () abo .... ) tor the .limination ot cuspal 
interferences following tooth movement is aelective grinding. Thi. 
procedure compensatea for coronal wear that did not occur through normal 
function because of the .',dating malocclusion.-
SchUller (19)5) points out the tallacy ot correcting occlusal dis-
harmonies, either n3tur~1 or artifiCial, with abrasive pastes. The using of 
such paste. r,riDliIl all surtucea of the occlusion and does not eon.f1ne the 
occlueal sdjustaent to the interferences. He also asserte that equilibration 
done with abrasive pa.t.es reduces vertical dimension. Schuyler (1935) in 
writing about the intereuspal positlon in the natural dentit.ion state •• 
"In the artitic1a.l denture, dletribution of stress oyer the max-
imum area does not necessitate contact o! tbe anterior teeth in the 
centric maxillary t.o mandibular relat.ionship} whUe, in the natural 
denture, this contact 1$ .aeential to the aaxiaua distribution of stress 
and lIay be a nece.fity in obtaining physiologiC distribution. Thu, in 
the retention of vertical, the 1D&XillJUfIl distrIbution ot stress in centric 
depends on retentlon ot supporting cuspe, including the anterior teeth 
plan ..... 
Upper lingual cusps, lower buccal cusps, and lower inciaal edge. should not 
be fl"ound indiscriminately it at all, in eccentric movements, tor they 
support vertical dimeneion. 
H.imlich (19,1) eet out eeveral g.neral rules that aust be 
9 
obflerved by those doing equilibration: 
"1. In correcting the contacts ot one jaw relationship, •• should 
not mutilate those of ~nother. 
2. In the poeterior regi.on on the working side we usually re11 ... 
only the buccal cusp8 ot the upper teeth and lingual cusps ot 
tbe lower teeth .a indicat.d by the slide. 
). \~hen premature contact exi8ts on the bala.ncillg side, it i. 
u8ua1ly because the guiding inclines are too eteep as related 
to the working inclines on tbe oppoaite side." 
The sequence ot occlusal adjustment according to Helalicn is to obeerYe and 
correct celltrle p08itioll, protrul .... poeition, protruBi .... excurelon, then 
the right and l.tt lateral .xcursion.. Selective occlusal spot griMing 18 
concerned wl th the recontourlng of that portion ot each tooth which inter-
ters with norael, balanced occlusion. It i8 important th~t eare be exer-
clsed in selecting the areas to be ground and in judf;lng the amount ot 
tooth structure that needs to be removed. 
Coleman reported tn(tt SOIl_ casea, rather than cl08e in true centriC, 
contact and then slide torwlllrd slightly into a tnis. centric relntionship, 
creating an anteriop08terior thrust in the dentition. A dIfference in cen-
tric relation and intereuspal pOSition can be tolerated by the tissue it 
within the p~.iologie limits of thIs individual'. tissue toleranee, accord-
iog to Kollar. 'tissue tolerance, of course. changes wit.h tlJae. Coleman 
corrects occlusal interferences by grinding the mer.ial slope ot the upper 
cusps and the distal slope o.f the lower cusps. HeitAlich states that "an 
overocclusion of the mefiia.l slope of the upper cuspid on the distal slope 
1(J 
of the lower cuspid can easily move the latter tooth mesia.lly -i th a 
resultant crowding of the lower anteriors." 
Jarabale (1963) in wri tins on equilibration states. 
ftl~e equilibration of teeth is an accepted pr~et1ce in perio-
dontics and in reconetructive dentistry. Misapprehension concerning 
it prevalls in orthodontics. Not infrequently we are reminded that 
8'4.uilibrat.ion ages the denture trOll ten to twenty years. No evidenee 
has cOIle forth yet to support this contention. O. V. Black described 
the normal functional attrition 01 teeth. pointing out that ~eh 
length d1minbhoe with age. In t.he course of a full life span ot a 
healthy denture, arch length may decrease by as much as the width 
ot one molar. The wear is both occlusal and interproximal. 'the 
occlusal wear is compensated tor by passive eruption; the interprox-
1mal wear redueea the length 01 the arch, thus providing space far the 
uprlghting of the mandibular anterior teeth, a proeeSD that continues 
as long 51$ the mandible is growing. This proceSfl beginB during late 
adolescence and continues in varying degrees throughout life.· 
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TwentY' pstiente J 10 boy. and 10 girls, treated orthodontlcally 
were selected tor this study (see Table! and II). Full mouth algInate 
impressions were taken for each. l~e6e were t.mediately poured in a hard 
dental stone (vel-mi:ll) to avoid sbrinkAge in impression ae.terial. 
Mf.1'HOn Oil' OBTAIlfl:Nn Ci;.~mIC RKJJ\TION I " _ ............ ______ ....... ____ _ 
to the mandibular teeth. The clutch .a" made for each ptJtient from an 
1mpres~ion taken prior to thin apPointaent. Ii clutch, .sused in denti.try, 
i& a device whieh is eeaented rigidly to the mandibular teeth. Thi. deviee 
aupporte a metal rod which protrude. frOlll the front of the mouth. 'I'he 
metal rod affords a rigid att.lichment for a taee bow. This permits the face 
bow to move as ODe un1 t with the .aDdible during opening and closing of 
the mouth. 1~e clutch was ceaented to the mandibular arch with zinc oxide 
and eu@:enol paste to stabilize it. A preobion frice bow was then affixed 
to the lUndibula.r clutch. The oenter of mandibular rotation in its .oat 
retruded position .a& then determined. Thi~ was done by the operator direct-
1131 the lIumdible posteriorly with the thwab and index tinger on the sya-
phyllis while the mandible 1II'a8 moving in an arc of appro:.xilllately one 
12 
'I'ABU~ I 
CL.M~~c IF'ICA'11 ON OF !)UBJf:C"r.':~ HI f:TUDY 
No. Subject Sex Classifie<ation Extraction Appliance 
L bicusp1d8 
1 D.L. 'fi' I Yes Edgewise 
2 S.J. F 11-1 No Light Wire 
) R.H. lA U-l lee Light Wire 
L W.P. F I Ye. Llfht wire 
S L.U. F 11-1 No Light Wire 
6 F'.C. F 11-1 10 Light Wire 
7 c.x. )I' II-2 No f,dgcnr1 •• 
8 B.Ii. j( I re. Light Wire 
9 R.C. M I Ye. r~ight Wire 
10 R.Ca. F II-I Ye. Light Wire 
11 Z.c. , I No Light lare 
12 L.A. II I Yea l.ight Wire 
13 A.It. II. II-I Yea Edgewise 
1h R.T. M 11-1 Yo Fdgewise 
IS B.B. F II-2 No Light lllre 
16 p.w. K 11-1 Y.e Edgewise 
17 '.13. M 11-1 No Light ~'iire 
18 M.G. M II-2 No Light \tYire 
19 R.D. M I Yo Ji:dgew1se 
20 A.S. F I Ies Light lire 
10 10 e 9 j Ye. 12 Light Mire 14 
14 F I 11-1 II-2 No 8 F;dge.iBe 6 
1) 
TABLE II 
'IRE! 'l';,aENT DA 'fA 
No. Age. Start. Agel End ot Age. Study Treatment Retention 
Treatment Treatment Tiae TiJae 
1 13 yr. 6 mo. lS yr. 1$ yr. S 110. 17 ao. 9 da. 5 mo. 
2 13 yr. 7 80. Ih yr. 15 yr. 3 110. S mo. 7 da. IS mo. J da. 
3 12 yr. 9 mo. 15 yr. 2 mo. 16 yr. o 110. 29 110. 11 da. 16 mo. 12 da. 
t. 12 yr. 11. mo. 13 yr. 4 mo. 14 yr. 12 1Il0. J da. B mo. 7 da. 
5 13 yr. 9 mo. 14 yr. $ lAC:" 16,T. 2 mo. a mo. 20 mo. 9 da. 
6 16 yr. 7 mo. 18 yr. 18 yr. 7 mo. 16 mo. 12 da. 7 mo. 
7 14 yr. 2 mo. 16 yr. 6 mo. 17 yr. 3 mo. 22 mo. 25 cia. 7 mo. 28 da. 
B 12 yr. lL yr. IS yr. 4 mo. 23 mo. 12 da. 16 mo. 25 <1&. 
9 1S yr. 8 mo. 16 yr. 9 mo. 11 yr. L mo. 12 mo. 16 da. 7 mo. S da. 
10 13 yr. 14 yr. 2 1».0. IS yr. 8 mo. 11 mo. 6 da. 11 itO. 27 da. 
11 11 yr. U mo. 12 yr. 6 mo. 12 yr. 11 mo. 9 mo. B da. 3 mo. 3 da. 
12 12 yr. 13 yr. 6 110. 1S yr. 8 mo. 16 mo. 28 da. 25 110. 11 da. 
13 12 yr. 8 110. Ih yr. 4 mo. 15 yr. .3 mo. 20 1Il0. 2 da • 10 ao. 20 de. 
14 11 yr. 2 mo. 14 rr. 1 mo. 11 yr. 11 mo. 3; mo. S da. li6 mo. 6 da. 
15 13 yr. 6110. 15 yr. 4 mo. 16 yr. .3 IIlO. 21 mo. 25 da. 10 110. 2S da. 
16 11 yr. L 110. IS yr. 1 J1W. 16 yr. 2 mo. L4 IBO. 28 da. 13 mo. 2 da. 
11 12 Jr. 13 yr. 4 110. 1L yr. 6 110. 15 mo. 24 da. 15 mo. 18 da. 
18 12 yr. 6 m.o. 13 yr. 1 BlO. 13 yr I! mo. 1 mo. 1 da. 3 mo. 21 da. 
19 12 yr. 6 mo. 14 yr. 6 mo. 16 yr. 10 mo. 26 UlO. 10 da. 25 mo. II da. 
20 Ill!. 5 mo. 13 l!* 9 110. 1, l!:. 2 1Il0. 28 1Il0. 11 da. 20 mo. 6 da. 
MEA N 12 yr. 11 mo. lL yr. 7 mo. 1$ yr. 9 JaO. 19 ao. 13 da. lL mo. 24 da. 
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centimeter. 1<'01" the purpofie of relocating the hinge axie for sub~eq\1ent 
studies, the center of aandlbular rotation (hinge axis) 1Ias tattooed. 
Having establbhed the hinge axiS, the face bow and clutch 1Iere 
removedpreparstorT to the artlouls tOl" mouoting ot the cast.. In order to 
accurately relate the axillary cast to the articulator, a wax impression 
was me.de in a bite tork by pressing the model ot the aaxllla.ry teeth into 
the wax luted to the bite fork. The bite tork with the indentation of the 
maxillarll1as then placed in the mouth of the patient and the patient 
instructed to hold it f1rllly in his teeth. A. hi te fork has a •• tal rod 
siallar to the clutch rod whieh protrud •• trOll the mouth. The face bow was 
attached to the bite tork and adjusted to the hinge markings. An orbital 
guide W&s then placed on the face bow. lhis guide was directed to the 
inferior orbital border of the rir,ht elfh 
1'he entire cUlls_hI,. 1I8S then carefully removed and attached to a 
mounting stand, eo that the assembly 'Would be correctly related to the 
articulator. 'I'llen the maxillary cast was attached to the ring of the max-
illG,ry m_ber of a Hl'inAU University series 1)0-10 articulator (see Fig. la). 
aefore the east or the lIIandlbull%r teeth could be luted to the ring 
of the mnndibular member of the articulator, ten check bite blanks to tit 
the _xillary cast \IIere made of P luwax. These check b1 toe covered tbe teeth 
and the full palate of the casts. Tbe palate W.&II included in fabricating 
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Iianau Articulator 'Unlverelt,. '" e:riea 130- 10. 
Casts are };6,ounted in C ntrle 'Belati.on. 
the check bite blank to a~id rigidity to the bite record. P'iYe of the 
blanks were used to establish centric relation, two were used for protru-
siye records, two were used for lnteral e~cursion records, and one waa 
kept for a spare. The centric rel~tion bit •• were of varying thickness.8. 
This variation in thickness praduat10nB was needed to check the reliability 
of the 1Il0unting and of the hinge ald.s determination. 
Each of the fiy. check bit •• of graduated thicknesses were then 
placed in the mouth on the aaxillary teeth. By directing the mandible a. 
described previously for the hinge axis determi~tlon, the mandible waa 
guided into a moat retruded po.ition. ~h.n it W8a determined that the 
mandible waa .fur.lctioning on i tl hinge axis the _odible waa directed upward 
until the undibular teeth made indentationa in the previoualy warmed aur-
tace of the bite blank. To obtain the protrusive and lateral ch.ek bite., 
the patlenta .. ere inetructed to theae specific posi tiona of the mandible. 
Taking one of the centric relation bite., preterably a thinner 
one, and placing it on th. aarlllary mounted caat, the mandibular cast wu 
placed in the indentations ot the wax bite and luted with atone to the ring 
of the lower member ot the articulator. HaYing mounted the easts, it then 
w.s nece.s&J7 to check the accuracy of the mounting and the binge axia 
deterain~tlon. The accurac7 of the mounting la d.termined by th ••••• with 
which the other c.ntric rel;ttion ch.ck bites accept the aounted east. with-
out displacing the axle of the articuldtor. 
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ME:"MiOD Oi" OS'l'AINING CENTRIC OCCLUSION 
Centric occlusion was determined by having the patient close the 
teeth into heated pInk ox. A 8aulll roll of wax extending trOll t.he laat 
mandibular Ilolar tooth t.o the canine tooth was placed on each side of the 
arch. The· patient was instructed to bite full, into the wax. 
The first step in flrt.Ieulator adjutment 18 to determine condylar 
guidance. The protrusive eheck hi t.e is placed on the t.eeth ot the unllary 
east. The com,l .. on the instrulllent are then treed and the marlilar, east 
with the bite i8 oscillated and rocked until the teeth of the mandibular 
cast are seated into the indentatioD8 on the check bite. IMt.ruaent. adjust-
.enta for lateral e:xcursioD8 were tnen made according to instructions pro-
yided With the instrument wherein the lateral check bites were used. The 
protrusive record i8 replaced with a right lateral checkbite and the lateral 
adjustment of the cond,lar post on the balancing (the left) side i8 adjusted 
to 40 degrees. Decrease t.he lateral adjustment on the left slde until the 
ahoulder on the condylar sbaft COntaCt.8 the flattened surfaee of the con-
dylar el.ent and lock in position. Repeat, for other side. 
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Centric occlusion lateral cephalometric headplate x-raT pictureD 
were taken on the .ae day that the hinge axis registration was made. Theae 
picture. were e«:apared with theae taken prior to treatment and at. the end 
of treatment. The tollowing points of interest were assessed: 1) m.andib-
ular incisor angulation to the mandibular plane, 2} the uxillary-mandibular 
lnterincisal aogle,)) maxillary ine180r angle to the ~a81on-A point line, 
b) mandibular lnc1aor angle to the Na.ioa-I point line, S) overbi te, and 
6) overjet.. 
The follOwing thing. were studied on the eaata, 1) the chang .. in 
1ntercanine width, 2) arch length 1088 due to broken contacts, and 3) over-
bite and overjet. 
t\'hen centric relation and centric occlusion are 8yOOnymoWi, the 
instnaentt • axle will spin but will not shift pOSition ;aa the mounted 1I0oel. 
are broupht into full occlusal contact (see P~g. Ib). If t.he instru.entts 
8)le does shift as the casta ere cloud into full interdigitat.ion, there 111 
not .. coincidence of centric occlusion and centric relation (see 1"ig. Ie). 
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Fi • lb xle osi tion 
in centric r elation. 
1e. 10 xle position 
when centric ocellJ.alnn 
was not identical to 
centric r~atlon. 
Fig . ld )1'1d to show 
displacement of axle. 
'I'lle ttDlount of 6hi.ftirlj,~ that takes place 10. the axle as the teeth inter-
digitated 18 recorded at the instrument axle with 2 celluloid lIlUlimeter 
~~id which was mounted imaediately lateral to the axle or the instrument 
(see Fig. Id). the amount of the difference between centric occlwsion and 
centric relat1.on was measured at the central iochors as the models slip 
frQD there 1nitial contact in centric relation to centric occlusion. 
The sample is divided into two partes a) treated casu where 
there are no broken eontaets, and b) treat~ cases where contacts are 
broken. 'the lactors to be IItudi.ed fraa casts mounted on the articulator 
are at follonl 
1) netermine the n_her ot CUd where centric relatlon and 
centric occlusion are identical. 
2) List the cases with broken contacts where the centric relation 
aDd centric ocelusion are synODYllou. 
) List the e~see with broken contacts where the centric relation 
and centric occlusion are not syno~OU8. 
h) List the occlusal contacts in centric relation. 
S) List the occlusal contacts in centric oceluslon. 
6) L1st of the occlusal eont8ets in lateral excursion. 
7) Lilt of the occlusal contllcts in protrusion. 
iilf;AfUR;'liF:NT ML'l'HOt'S 
. 
1. Intercsnine width - _"nlary and mandibular (eafte): Thie 
was measured trOll canine to canine using a one .illimoter graduated rule. 
The width wt~S measured to the nearest 0.5 mra. The pointe of ... sureme.u. 
on the cuspids were premarked on the beginning, finished, and hinge position 
modele for uniformity in location on the tooth. 
2. Overbite - (caeta), Overbite on the casts was measured at the 
central incisor teeth and to the nearest 0.$ _. This was done by 8lIJrking 
on the mandibular incisor the extent th!<t the _xillar)' incisOI" covered it 
when the aO'Jels were occluded. The covered portion was .easured nth a 
milliaeter plastic rule. 
3. Overjet - (casta) t Overjftt on the c",sts ft8 .easured parallel 
to the occlusal plane of the teCl\th and to the nearest 0.5 _. This was 
:ione hy placing plgstic rule t:lp:finat the labial of the aandlbular central 
incisor and aeuuring to the 180i81 eurfQce ot the maxillary central incisor. 
L. OV'erbi te - (ht',.&<1p1ate): Oyerbite on headpla.te ... al lIIeasured 
Ira. the incisal tip ot the m:AXillary incilor to the incisal tip of the 
mandibular incisor and parallel to the Hssion D-point line. The measurement 
wae lII.c.de with a Vernier caliper to the neareat 0.1 JIIII. 
S. Overjet - (headplate)t Overjet on headplate was measured fraa 
the long axis ot the maxillary incisor at its incisal tip to the long an. 
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of the mandibular incisor at its incisal tip and perpendicular to the 
N8sion B-point line. This distance was measured to the nearest C.l _ 
with a Vernier caliper. 
6. All angular measurements related t.o the angu1~tion of the 
anterior teeth were made on the headplates to the nearest 0., de~.e with 
a protractor. 
7. Articlllator settings are recorded for the remounting of the 
modela on the articulator and were made to the neareat one degree. 
8. The difference between centric relation and centric OCC1U8ion 
was mea8ured at the central incisors with the aodels mounted on the 
articulator. The meaeurement was aade p8r8l1el to the occlusal plane while 
holding a rule againat the mandibular incisor and lIoving the _xUlery model 
trOll centric relation to centric occlUJIion. The qount or the moyeaent. was 
recorded to the neare.t 0.1 _. The a .. sur.ent was made several tilllea. 
Lateral mOT_ents were recorded at the saa. tiae. 
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SOlIe Ilethod for e.t&blishiDg a value for the amount. of arch length 
lost due to broken contacts in the mandibular anterior teeth other than 
estimation was essent.ial. Ueing the elesaenta of the circul,ur curve (Breed, 
1942), itwae felt that calculation ",as a satisfactory lIlethod. A complete 
e.xaaple of the procedure will. f011011. Th. procedure was first attempted 
directly on the hinge regtetration models. Direct measuremenu on casts 
for the tooth diaetera proved. too inaccurate, 80 •• asureaentl u8ing photo-
gr~pb8 I.e an intermediary were used. 1bis was very satisfactory. 
A photograph was taken at a perpendicular to the occlu8al plane 
of the mandibular arch. The optic 8xil of the camera intersected the 
occlusal plane at the sam. point in each of the pictures taken. A pinpoint 
was established on each cupid. '111e •• l1al and dietal contsct of each 
incisor was seribed with a pinpOint, as wee the •• slal of each cuspid. 
Another pln scribe lPrk "as pla.ced at lIleslal of the central incisors in an 
arc p<.)r811el to the arch fora of the incisors, aDd at the interpro:rlm&l con-
.... n tl of the crown fora. I f the contact betweem the two central inciso" 
wa$ broken, a seribe mark parallel to the arch fora was made .idway on a 
line drawn tangent to the ... lal of tbft one central incisor to the mesial 
of the other central incisor. Tni. method is not aRend.ble to anterior. 
which are 80 radically IIIllalivned that some eemblance of an arch arc cannot 
beietermined. This degree of _Ialig_ent is not usually a probl_ in 
relapses in the orthodonticslly treated patients. 
USing a Vernier caliper and the marked photograph, the following 
measurements were made to the neareat 0.1 ., 
I} ~istance acr08a the cuspid pinpoints. this is the intercanine 
width line. 
2) The distance fro.. the Iddpoint of the intercanlne width line 
to the arc line which was scribed at the central incisors. 
l) The mesiodistal diameter of each incisor .a deterained usinc 
the meaial and diatal scribe a11rb. 
h) The canine pinpoint to the meaial of the cuspid distance 
was Ileaaured. 
Fro. theae meaeur .. ente it is possible to calculate the amount of 
apparent. arch length loat in the mandibular anterior teeth in the following 
manner I (S .. F1ga. 1 and 2 for ll1t1thematical model) 
GIV?N: 1) The intercanlne pinpoint -width. (21) 
2} The distance from the intercanine line to the 
central incisor ~rc line. (A) 
Hl'r'·Ol'#VF:, 1) Radius of the anterior tooth alignaent src. (R) 
2) The degrees or a circle that the arc covera. 
3) The arc 14fngtb. (AL) 
2, 
Radius (R) aay be calculated. 
a2 = :82 f (R_A)2 
R = B2 f A2 
2A 
Using sid •• S and the calculated side a, the ~ can be calculated. 
sin ¢ = 13 
2' iT 
Usiftg 1;, the radius (R), and a table ot lengths ot circular arca, 
the length ot the arc of the crowded teeth can be c~lculated. 
Caleulation ot individual tooth are length value •• 
Uaing the mesiodistal diameters ot the inci.or teeth and the cuspid 
pinpoint to mesial ot the cuspid lengths, and the radiWl (It), the are length 
values tor the individual teeth or 8egment ot 8 tooth can be calculated. 
sin" = b 1£ b • t the di .. etar ot the tooth or portion ot 
• tooth. 
La • degree ot an arc for 1ndi vidUlll tooth. 
a = previously calculated radius (R). 
The sum ot the are length value tor .ach tooth w1.1l give WI the amount ot 
arch length neces$ary tor the 81ignaent ot the teeth. The difterence 
"tween the sum ot the calculated arc value. tor the individual teeth, and 
the arc value calculated tor the crowded teeth, i8 by detini tlon the _ount 
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Fi g- 1e 
Fi g. 1£ 
jiiiP 
of crowding in the mandibular anterior teeth torth1s paper. Thi. value 
!'!lUSt be corrected for photographiC enlargement or reduction of the subject. 
by a correction factor. The d1stance bet.ween ident1cal pOinte on the photo-
grapha of the casts and the cast itself, must be measured. 
Correction Factor _ cast .ea&ur ... ~ 
photo •• aaurea.at 
The calculated crowding value ti.e. the correction factor equall the 
corrected crowding value. 
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CHi:, P'tJ'R IV 
fINDIltlS 
FkRT I. INTEROCCtut,AL Cmnr,C'I,[, IN FUNCT!ONi\I- liO'\1'{l:(l'N'tS 0';i' 'fHf IRfiJnIRLE 
I. xial !!2 ~ot~ti2!! Chang •• !!.! !.2! Mandibular Caninu 
Casu taken at the finish ottreataent and casts taken at the t1.ae 
ot thl. Itud1 were compared tor post-treatmont rotation and longitudinal 
axial chang" ot the mandibular canine teeth. The object of this wa. to 
determine whether the.e change. could be attributed to contact in lateral 
excursiona and thereb1 influence the alignaent ot the mandibular anterior 
teeth. 
Twel.e patients (2, U, 6, 7, 9, 12, 1), lu, 16, 18, 19, 20) ot the 
twent)' (see Table III) showed no atter treatllent rotation or longitudinal 
axlal change of the mandibular canine teeth. 'l'bree .ubjecta (), 8, 17) 
sbowed that longitudinal axial chaage. of mandibular canine took place after 
the appliance. were remoTed. Two 8ubjects (S, 10) did not ebow 8.DT longitud-
inal axial chang .. but ahowed thAt the aandibular canines rotated. '!'he 
three rem4liining 8ubJecta (1, 11, IS) showed both rotational and longitudinal 
axial change. ot the undibW.ar canine teeth. 
It is inU:tre.tiDfl; that in all CaS6 ahowing arter-treatment. rotatlO1l 
ot the canine., tbe t .. th were rotated during treatment !rca that dlrectioa 
toward which they are tending to relapse. Thll 18 especielly interestIng, 
sinee now that the oriRinal malocclusion hal been corrected, the inclined 
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TABU III 
LOSCH'l1.1DINAI, AHl1 Ru'l'A'1'!UNJlL "XIP,t cur NaF'S OF 'l'MY hi! NDT BUtt,R C! NY NE 'fEFTH 
-- -
Axil Chans~ 
- Left ~tg~~ both 105- rotat. none 1 DL lon~itudinal n-~ ngual - . -x 
rotational. no distal 
2 SJ longitudinal no no 
rotational no no 
) RN longitudinal lingual lingual x 
rot!tional no no 
L IF longitudinal no no x 
rotational no no 
5 LU 10Jl(litudinal no nO x 
rotational no u8ial 
6 PC longitudinal no no 
rotational no no 
7 CIt longitudinal no no x 
rotational no no 
6 8M longitudinal meelal ae81al 
rotational 110 no 
9 RC longitudinal no no x 
rotational. no no 
10 ReB longitudinal no no x 
rotational llleeial no 
II SC 10rt,.!i tudinAl no lingual x 
rotational diet,,1 no 
12 U. longitudinal no no x 
rotational no no 
13 Ai longitudinal no no x 
rotational no no 
TABLE III 
LONGITUDINAL AND ROTP,TIONAL AIIAL CHANGES OF 'I'HE J4ANDIBUI.AR CANINE TEETH 
- -- . (eon't) 
Axi. Cha5e 
1.!.n. Right both lOBS_ rotate none 
14 RT longitudinal no no x 
rotational no no 
IS DB longitudinal lingual lingual 
rotational distal distal. 
16 Pw longitudinal no no 
rotational no no 
17 TB longitudinal ... ia1 no x 
rotational no no 
III »0 longitudinal no no 
rotational no no 
19 RD longitudinal no no x 
rotational no no 
20 AS longitudinal no no 
rotational no DO 
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plane i'elatiolU!hip of theBe teeth w_ different thEln it was in the original 
malocclusion. 
In the 81x s~bjects (1, ), 8, 11, IS, 17) in which the mandibular 
canines showed changee of longitudinal axlal lncllnatlon, tour showed the 
canineB to be tipping toward the aidl1ne, a.nd two showed tipping toward the 
meeial. In the four subjects (1, 3, 11, IS) in which the Ilandibular canine. 
moved toward the ald11ne, the teeth ha.d b1gen .ave<! trOll that direction in 
treataent. 'two of th •• " subjeet8 were trested on a nonextraction bas18, and 
the intercanlne width 8. increa8ed over 4 _. in each (11, IS). Thi8 wa. 
the Kl'eat .. t intereanine 'Width increase of the whole sample. In one eubject 
(1) the interc~niM width returned to enctly what it wa. before treatment. 
In the other subject () no measure ot the original lntercan1ne width could 
be obtained because the canines had not yet erupted on the original models, 
but an 1nerea.Be 1n canine wldth is IH1Spactad. These four subjects (1, ), 11, 
lS} bad crowding of the manjlbular incisors. In the two subject. (8, 17) 
exhlblting ••• 1al anal chan;? .. , the one (17) fte slight with no apparent 
change other than it was distall,. tipped before and after treataent. In 
this subject there waa no crowding of the aandibulur teeth. In the r.a1n1ng 
subject (8), ahOWing the greatest H.ial axial change ln relapse, the 
caninea were moved into a v~rl aevere die tal axial inclination. This subject 
to.ad lt1ultiple broken contacts i.n the mandibular anterior teeth after relapse. 
)2 
Crowdi26 £!~ •• ndlbulat Ineieo~~ 
In eight (2, S, 6, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20) ot the twenty patients 
there were no broken interpro~imal contacts of the aan11bular incisors. 
Crowding in the .andibul~r anterior teeth and broken interproxtaal contact. 
1n the Jlulndibular anterior teeth are two way. ot describing relapse and the 
overlaping in that region. Six subjects (1, 9, il, 12, lu, 16) had one 
mildly broken interproJdaal contact. One (IS) had one major broken inter-
prox1aal contact. Two (L, Ie) had two broken interproxillUll contacts. Sub-
ject (8) had three broken interproximal contacts. The two remaining subjects 
(l, 7) had tour broken interprorlllal contactF, I!Jlfter Ii lWted period of 
retention, indicating a rather aevere relapse. Se. '!'able IV tor the eal-
culated valun of the amoWlt ot arch length lost due to the broken inter-
proximal oontact in the mandibular anterior teeth. 
The type. at broken interproximal contacts seen in the patients at 
the time of this study were identical reproductions ot those 8een in the 
original malocclusion. In only OM treated occlusion did an incisOl" tooth 
relapse in a ditferent direction Ulan the original malocclusion. This wa_ 
a case or anterior ero.,bite. Subject ()) was the onl)" one that. showed a 
more crowded condition th8n the original malocclusion. The original mal-
occlusion would bave probably been lUI severe had the cuspid teeth been 
present. The cuspids were not erupted a t the tille of the Ol"iginal recorda. 
Cr\OOL 0 o ..I.r0-
LOY()r~/\ 
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T"BLF TV 
CALCUI,A'nnw 01"' MftNDIBULAR AN'l(FRlOO CRGxr.:ING Vi:l .. UE 
- liffftrence 
2S1 cal. Rad~ lett rifht. 3-3 Uft- corr. A2 ~ arc )'2-' i . l alB corr. .al. 
1 DL 2S.h 6.) 10So 4' 29.) 16.0 3.0 6.) 5.6 5.8 6.3 ).2 .le.L -1.1 -1.1 
2 SJ 2).2 h.3 8)°)6' 25.1. 17., 2.6 S.L S.l h.9 ,.7 1.8 25., -e.l ...0.1 
) liB 24.L ,.1 9,022' 27.S 16.S ).2 6., 5.9 6.0 6.) 2.9 )0.8 -).) -3.) 
hWP 2).2 6.S 117°41' 27.8 1).6 2.7 6.2 S.2 ,.2 6.2 2.8 2B.3 -c.s -o.S 
S I.ll 26.6 S.L 89° 8- 29.4 19.0 2.8 6.2 5.S '.S 6.1 ).S 29.6 -0.2 -0.2 
6 PC 22.2 S.8 1110 ,2' 26.2 1).9 2.1 S.6 L.8 S.2 S.S 2.9 26.1 ,4).1 ,lo.1 
7 CI 23.8 h.o 74020' 2S.6 19.7 2.8 5.) 5.0 L.9 S.8 ).0 26.8 -1.2 -1.3 
B. 2S.9 7.7 U)OL2' )0.6 1,.4 ).1 7.1 ,.9 5.8 1.2 l,.O 34.S -3.9 -b.3 
9 RC 26.L 6.2 101.°26' JO.L 16.1 JhO 6.6 $.6 S.8 6.2 3.0 31.2 -O.B -c.8 
10 RCs 23.0 6., 118°11.' 21.6 l).L 3.0 6.0 S.l S.2 6.1 3.0 28.4 -0.8 -0.9 
11 SC 22.2 u.8 93°50' 24.9 IS.2 ).e S.8 4.6 4.6 S.4 ).0 26.L -1.3 -1.4 
12 u, 2S.S 7.S 1230 3Lt )0.8 14.) 3.2 S.8 6.0 6.2 6.S ).1 )1.L -0.4 -e.L 
1) Aft 29.2 8.2 1170].6' 3S.0 17.1 4.2 6.8 6.2 6.2 1.2 L.2 34.8 .j.c.2 1-0.2 
11. RT 26.2 6.0 980 .30' 29.7 17.) 3.2 6.1 S.8 6.0 $.9 3.0 30.0 -0.) -0.3 
1S BD 2$.2 S.8 96°L6t 28.6 16.6 ).) 6.3 6.2 S.8 S.7 ).0 )0.) -1.7 -1.7 
16 Pit 28.0 1.0 lC6~6' 32.4 17.$ ).6 7.2 S.9 S.9 7.1 ).) 3).0 -0.6 ...().6 
17 'l'B 30.8 6.$ 960].0' 34.7 20.7 ).7 7.2 6.1 6.6 6.2 4.0 34.4 10.3 .Jo.) 
18 l;;;0 29.1. 6.6 9S~2' 3,'''L 19.9 ).5 7.0 6.0 6.) 6.9 L.e 33.7 -c.) -0.) 
19 RD 29.8 8.6 1200 3,.9 17.2 ).9 7.L 6.] t.7 1.6 L.O 3S.9 0.0 v.O 
20 }$ 29.11 7.) 1060 3h.o le.ll ).8 6.8 6.4 6.) 7.2 ).L 33.9 ~().1 ,to.l 
1 Intercanine (pinpoint) distance. 
2 Distance trQR the midpoint of the inter canine line to the central incisor 
arc line. 
3 The degrees ot a circle that the a~c covers. 
L The rad1U1 ot the eircle. 
tIl measurement. were to the tenth ot 8 millimeter. 
h 
8 
6 
4 
2 
f---
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r--- r--
/-.6 -.2 -1.0 -1.8 -2.6 -3.4 -4.2 -5.0 
crowding value 
Fig. 2 
Histogram of corrected crowding values 
'* frequency 
lS 
Canine Interocclusal Contact in Lateral idovement ot the Mandible 
--- ---- - _ .... ---
All but three patients (), 13, 16) exhibited soae type of cuspid 
interocclusal cont~ct in lsteral excursion. or the seventeen patients in 
which there was cuspid interocclusal contact, only five ($, 10, 14, IS, 19) 
.howed contact on alV" other tooth aaul ta.neousl,. wi th the cuspid contact. 
Two of the three su.bject8 (.3, 13, 16), in which there wu not obvious cuspid 
interocclusal contact had initial contact on the molara (3, 13). The third 
subject (16) contacted only on the lateral incisor8. In subjecta .3 and 16 
there 8. s.e atter-treatment relapse seen in the andibul:.r anterior teeth. 
There were thirty-three incid.DCe. ot cuspid interoeelusal contact 
in lateral excursion present in the sa-ple. Of theae, seventeen initial 
contacts were in the center ot the incisal edge of the mandibular canine. 
In the other sixteen the point ot initial contact was on the distal. 
In the seventeen patients having initial lnteroccluaa1 cuspid coa-
tact in lateral excurSion, ten (1, 4, 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, IS) had 
broken interpro:rlllal contacts in the mandibular anterior teeth in varying 
degr .... and seven (2, S, 6, 17, 18, 19. 20) had no broken interproximal 
contacts in the .andlbular anterior teeth. It is interesting to note that 
ot the ten subjects with cuspid interoce1u.al contact and broken interprox-
imal eonucte, five (1. 9. 11, 12, 11.) sbowed only _ildly broken lnterprox-
!mal contacts. or theae subjects in which there was only one broken inter-
proximal contact, one patient (1) never wore her retainer (rubber finishing 
'I'ABLE V 
DIT¥Rf:.:'Rf'.'tCfS HI !'tr:~c':.'r~.t.u\\L I:IC:.:f\f·I011/S 
Patient Rl~ht lateral Left lateral Protrusive 
r fit Cuspiai ~UfJp!a; ~i~ 
2 5J Cuspids Cuspid. 1/1 
l7! 
.3 Rn Second molars Second m.olars 1/ 
I7 
L ViP Cuapide CUllpida ~ 
S I,U Cuspids, laterals, Cuspids, Second 1I101ars ifi and centrals 
6 PC Cuspids Cuspids 5f 
7 ex Cuspida Cuspids ~i~ 
8 III Cuspids Cuspids ~ 
9 ac CWJpids Cuspids 1/1 
m 
10 RCa Cuspids, s.cond molars Cupids ~ 
11 SC Cupids Cuapids 21/1 
mn 
12 LA Cueplda, lateral. Cuspids 1/1 
,. 712 
13 AR, Centrala Centr8~8, laterala, i~~ centrals, and 68 & 7S 
14 iT Cuap1da, laterals Cupids, aecond molars 21/ 
Ti7 IS DB Cuspids Ouspta, aecond molara ~ 
16 PW taterals Laterals it 
17 TB Cusptds CUI pi de ~ 
18 taG Centrals Cupida S 1/1 5 
0 0 
19 an CUeDi de, s.cond molars Cuapid., second Dlolara ~ 
20 AS Lateral8, second molars Cuspids ~ 
37 
appliance) sinee ahe receiyed it. Number 9 had a preIPturity in centric 
occlusion due to the corrected cree,bite and number 12 was long out of 
retention. Humber 14 had a restoration prematurit7 on the right side which 
caused him to hr,Ye a seYere lateral flUde, the correction ot which bas 
allowed sJ.igraent and a.intanance -i tbout. retent10n of the displaced IIbndi hu-
lar indsor. In nUllbel' 11, the interc.nine wid_ was increased h.S mae in 
treatment. Th1s card.ne widtll d.creased 1.S B. during ret.ent1on. 
ot the tive remaining patients (L, 7, a. le. 15) which hsve cuspid 
interocclussl contact in lat.eral excursion and severe17 brok.n interproximal 
contacts, numbttl' 7 was an uncooperati .... p~tient and wol1l.d not wear hf!l' 
retaining appliance. Subject 8 wall the patient whose cuspids were tre~ted 
t.o an exap:gerated distal axial incllnatloll. the incisor teeth 1n thi_ 
iD8tanee showed the greateat aaount oJ..' crowding. 'rhe teeth in uubject 4 were 
equilibrated to correct the difference between centric relation and centric 
ooc1810n. Since the equilibration. she has worn her retainer interlldttenU,., 
and at her last neit the II8l1dibulRr anterior teeth were in. good alignment. 
Subject 10 had a lateral displacement of the .andible QQe to prematurities 
in the posterior part ot the mouth. It i8 beli.Ted the relapli. in subject 
lS, in whicb there was It h _. iocreaee in the intercanine width during 
treatment., was due to the extensive expaneioa achieved in the intercanine 
region. 
!n a study ot the protrusive forward mev_enis ot the mand1ble, 
it was found that the mand1bular and maxillary incisor teeth made initial 
interoccluaal contact in seventeen of the twenty patients. In two of the 
r~a1ning subjects (1, lL) the lower right cuspids, in addition to the 
incisors, were a180 in initial interocelusal contact in protrusion of the 
mandible. In only one subject (18) was there simultaneou8 interoeclus&l 
contact on the posterior part of the soutb. This occurred bilaterally with 
the .axillar" second bicuspid occluding with the .~ndibulnr first molar. 
'l'bie is the onl7 instance where the load dhtribution was sbared by other 
teeth than the anteriors. 
Eleven, (2, ), 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 16, 11, 19, 20} ot the seyenteen 
patiente having initial interoecluaal contact in the incisor regio., 
aetually only touched on the central ineillOl"s or a central incisor. In the 
r_~iniDg 8ix (1, 8, 11, 12, 1.3, 1$) of the seventeen the central and 
lateral incisors were in initial 1nteroeclueal contaet upon protrusive move-
menta. Of the eleven cases with interocclusal contact occurring solely on 
tbe central incisors, .ix (2, 5, 6, 11, 19, 20) nine.sed no broken inter-
proximal contacts of teeth in the mandibular arch. Theae were six of the 
eight case. 1n the whole lample which had no broken 1nt.~proxim.l contaets. 
(The other two subjects with no broken interproximal contacts had an 
additional lateral incisor inter occlusal contact in one, subject 1), aDd an 
)9 
addi tionsl interocelusal contact in the mobr region in the other, subject 
18.) In the raa1ning patiente there were .s followsl two (9, 16) with 
mildly broken interprox1l&al eonuctll, two (1." 10) with two broken interprox-
1mal contacts I and one ()) wi tb four broken interproxaal contact •• 
As .t~ted earlier, .ix (7, 8, 11, 12, 1), IS) of tbe seventeen 
patients made initial interocclueal cont~ct in .endibul~z protrusion on the 
central and lateral incisor teeth. ot the.e, one (13) had no broken inter-
proxillal contacts, two (11, 12) had one mildly 'broken 1nterprox1:lBal contact, 
one (1S) bad OM severely 'broken interprox1mal contact, OM (8) had three 
broken interproxiJl.al cent.aate, aDd one (7) had tour broken interproximal 
contacts o.n the und1bular anterior teeth. 
Two patients (1, Ih) whieh had the addition ot one aand1bular 
cuspid in occlusion durirag protrUsion, 8howed one mildly broken interprox-
imal contact in the undibular anterior teeth. 
1'/,13L1:: VI 
Lateral* Condylar 
Number Broken )4~nci1bular Displace-
laand. ot Contact Displace- ment l(""*!t* 
Displace- Brok.~ V~lu. lIent *it** Yon-
.en\* Cont-aeta "* I t. i tOO Ext. ext. 01 I Cl II 
1 Dt C.l 1 - 1.1 O.l 0.1 C 0.1 (j.l 
2 SJ 1.2 
-
.1 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.2 
) ItH 0.9 h - ).) 0.6 0.9 0.9 0.9 
h WP 0.8 2 - o.s 0.1 0.9 0.6 0.8 0.6 
S LV 0.) - 0.2 0.2 0.2 c.L 0.) 0.3 
6 PC 0.7 I- 0.1 0.8 0.9 0 0.7 0.7 
7 ex 0.7 4 - 1.) C.l 0.7 0.) 0.7 0.7 
8 8M 0.8 3 - h.3 0.3 c.h 1.0 ().s 0.6 
9 ftC 0.6 1 
- O.B 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.6 0.6 
10 RCz 0.8 2 
- 0.9 0.6 0.9 0.3 0.8 0.8 
11 se 0.9 1 
- 1.1. 0.2 0.7 0., 0.9 0.9 
12 LA 0.6 1 
- 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.6 
13 Ai o.s 
" 0.2 (.2 0.4 0 o.s o.s Ih RT 0.7 1 
- 0.) 0.9 0 1.1 C.7 0.7 
IS DB C.b. 1 
- 1.7 0.2 0.7 0.) c.h 0.4 
16 PI 0 1 
- 0.6 0 0 0 0 
11 18 1.0 
" 0.) 0.7 0.7 1.0 1.0 18 lID 0.7 
- 0.) l/.S o.s 0.7 0.7 
19 RD O.S 0.0 0.2 0 O.k 0., O.S 
20 AS 0 
" 0.1 0 0 0 0 
TO'l'AL 12.2 22 
-16.7 1.8 2.S 6.) S.9 h.) 7.9 
lIiEAM C.6a 1 -(;.8. C.lla O.lma o.Smra 0.1_ o.s- 0.7_ 
RAHOE c. to 1-4 .) \0 o to (; t.o Oto .) to 0 to Oto 
1.2_ 
-h.lm 0._ C.B. C.9mB 1.2. 0.,. 1.2a 
* Difterence bet •• en centric occlusion and centric relation. meaaured at 
incisors, parallel to the occlual plane with casts mounted on the 
articulator. 
** Mandibul..r anterior interprorlul contacte. 
*** Calcul~ted b1 a.thod outlined under •• thod &ad »ateriala. 
**** iteaeured at condyle. with plut1c aUliaeter grid. 
***** Special groupings of ditferenee bet •• en centr1c occlusion and centric 
relation. 
tABLE VII 
MQ,XUllll7 Mandibular 
3-) Width 3-3 Width 
Ch8!!fe Cha!!le OVerb1 te Caeta OYerJet Caste lUi Arter lfter-- JItter 
Treat. 'l'r'eat. 'fr.at. 'IT eat. Treat. 'l'reat. 'l'reat. Treat. 
-1 Dt f 3.5 - 2.5 f ).0 - 2., 0.0 f 2.$ c.o f 1.0 2 SJ I- 2.0 0.0 I- 1.0 - 1.0 - 3.0 ,l 1.0 -3.$ ,l 1.$ 
3 RD 
- 1.S - - ) • .$ - 2., I- o.s -11.S I- 2.S bWP .f ).$ 
- 1.0 I- ).0 - 1.0 - 0.5 I- 2.$ - ).S ,l 1.0 
SW 
- 2.S ,t 1.$ ,l 1.5 - o.s - 2.0 ,t 1.5 - L.S I- 1.0 
6 PC ., 1.S .f c.5 I- 1.S 0.0 - 4.0 .f 1.0 - 2.S I- 0.5 
7Cl f 2.0 0.0 I- 2.0 
- 1.0 - s.s I- 1.$ - 2.0 I- 1.$ 
88M - o.s I- 1.5 .J 2.S - 2.5 - ).0 I- 3.0 - 2.0 .f 2.0 
9 RC 
- 2.0 I- 1.0 I- 1.0 - 1.0 - O.S .J. 2.0 0.0 0.0 
10 RCa 
- ).0 I- o.s ,t 1.0 - 1.0 - 2.S f 2.0 - 1.0 0.0 
11 SC I- 2.0 
- 1.0 
" h.S - 1.S - 1.S I- 1.0 - 1.0 f 0.5 UtA. .f 2.0 I- 1.0 f ).0 
- 1.S .. l.S ,l 3.0 - 6.0 
" 2.0 1) AR 0.0 0.0 
" 1.0 - 1.0 C.O I- o.s - 1.$ I- o.s lL RT .J. 2.0 .J. 1.5 I- 1.5 - 0.5 - 6.0 I- 0.$ - 7.0 0.0 IS DB ,t 2.S 0.0 f L.O 
- 1.S - 1s.S .f 1 • .$ - 0.5 I- 1.0 
16 PI I- 1.5 0.0 I- 2.0 
- 1.0 - ).$ " 1., -10.0 " 1.0 17 tB I- b.O - o.s I- 2.S - 1.0 - ).0 I- 1.0 - 2.$ .J. 0.5 
18 JaG I- 1.0 
- 1.0 .J. ).0 0.0 
- 8.0 0.0 - o.s I- 1.0 
19 RD .J. ).0 - 2.5 I- O.S - 1.0 - 2.0 0.0 - 2.S I- 1.0 
20 AS .J. h.S 
- 1.5 I- o.s - O.S - 0.5 0.0 ... 1.S .J. O.S 
PLUS 3S.0- 7.C. 39.0- o.o.a 0.0. 26.;- 0.0.. 19.Oma 
Jot I NUS ... 8.Oma -11.s.. 0.0. -2).Sa. -'>6.0.. 0.0- -6S._ 0.0. 
'J:'OTAL 1-27.0.. - 1t.5ma ';')9.0. -2) •• -$6.0& ,t26.;" -6S.S. /.19..0-
MEAH l.u.. - 0.2 .. ,t 2.lBa - 1.2aa - 2.8. I- 1._ - 3.)Is I-l.c.m 
RANG! 
- 3.0 - 2.S I- O.S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I- h.S I- 1.S .;. 4.5 
- 3.S - B.o I- 3.0 -11.5 .;. 2.S 
NO. l- lL 7 19 0 0 17 0 17 
NO. - h 8 0 18 18 0 18 0 
ZERO 1 S 0 2 2 .) 2 .3 
NO MEAS. 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
't'ABI.f' vn 
0'I8l"b1 t.e H. P • 
Alter 
OVerJet. J!.P. 
Alter 
Treat. Treat.. Treat. Treat. 
• 
1 DT I- 1.1 - 0.2 I- 1.2 f 0.7 ' .... 
2 SJ 
- 1.0 .J. O.s - 6.S f 2.) 
) RM - 2.4 .J. 2.6 -10.1 I- 2.3 
Ii "1' .J. 1.7 .J. 2.2 - 2.8 I- 0.) ; LU - 4.2 I- 2.6 - ).6 .J. 1.1 
6 PC 
- - -
7 ex - $.1 .;. 4.1 - 2.9 I- l.r; 
8 at - 4.) .J. 1.8 - 1.3 - 0.2 
9 RC ... ).2 .J. 2.) .J. 0.6 .. 0.) 
10 RCz - 1.0 .;. O.s - 0.6 .;. O.s 
11 SC - 2.4 .J. 1.2 - 1.2 .J. C.S 
12 LA 
- 4.' .J. 3.4 - 6.6 .J. 1.6 
13 Aft - C.1 " 1.0 - 0.1 f. 0.7 
14 RT - ).0 .;. 1.8 - 0.7 
" 0.7 
1S DB - $.4 I- 2.8 - 2.1 I- 0.8 
16 PW - ).1 .;. 1.0 - 0.1 I- O.S 
17 T8 - ).1 .;. 1.L - 0.6 .;. ).2 
18 KG - 8.6 eo 0.9 - 6.1 0.0 
19 RD - 8.0 - 0.1 .J. o.L - 0.1 
20 AS .. 1.) .J. 0.6 - 0.1 .;. O.S 
PLUS ).Lma 29.a- 2.2_ 11.bia 
MINUS -61 • .,. - 1.2_ -L1._ .... O.t-
TOTAL -$8._1-28.6a -.4S.2a 1-16.6a 
ifFAN - ).lma .;. 1.S- - 2 .... .;. 0.9a 
RI:NGE 
- 8.6 - 0.9 -10.7 .;. 0.3 
.f. 1.1 .;. h.l .J. 1.2 .J. 3.2 
tiO • .;. 2 16 ) IS 
NO. - 11 ., 16 ) 
ZEllO 0 () 0 1 
NO. ~.AS. 1 1 1 I 
'I'M3LE: VII 
Max1llary-
Mandibular 
Interinc1sa.l 
'!!lIe laax1l1!!7. to NB Mandibular to NB 
,In. After Arter 
Tre.'. 'treat. Treat. 'treat. Treat. Treat. 
I , I ,., 
1 Dt .;. 21.0 
- 4.0 5.S ~ L.o -15.0 0.0 2 SJ I- 7.0 - S.c 
-
lb.O 6.S I- 7.0 - ).0 
) 1m I- 7.S - 1.S 
-
2,.0 I- 8., 1-12.s 
- S.S 
h WP I- 26.0 - 2.0 
-
19.0 
-
2.0 -10.0 I- ).0 , LU I- 1S.0 - 1.0 
-
IS.0 I- 7.0 - ).0 - 2.0 
6 PC 
- - - - -7 Cf( - 17.0 I- ).0 I- 6.0 I- h.o ';'12., - 6.0 
8 III ~ S.O -11.0 - 4.s I- 6.0 - 2.5 I- 6.0 9 HC 1.0 1-10.0 I- 6.0 
-
6.0 
- S.o - S.o 
10 RC. I- S.o 
- 2.0 - ).0 I- S.o - 2.0 - 2.0 11 Be 
- 11.0 I- 6.0 I- 2.0 
-
2.0 I- 6.0 
- ).0 
12 LA .;. 17.0 I- 4.0 
-
IS.0 I- 3.·0 - 0., - o.s 
13 All I- 2S.0 - )., 
-
9.S I- S.o - 9.5 I- S.o 14 rtT .;. 6.0 1-11.0 
-
11.0 
-
4.0 1-8.s - 2.0 
IS SB 
- Ih.O I- 7.0 I- 12.0 I- 9.0 I-ll.S - ).0 
16 PW I- 2).0 - ).0 
-
12.0 I- S.o - 6.0 I- 4.0 
17 'f'B 1 9.0 - 2.0 
-
,.0 ~ S.o - O.S - o.s 18 JIG - hO.o - 1.0 /. 2).S 2.S I-IS.C' .;. 4.0 
19 lID 1 10.0 - 1.0 7.0 ~ 2.; - 8.0 .;. 1.0 20 AS I- 1;.0 - ).0 - 10.0 h.O - 2.0 - 1.S 
PLUS 192.So 41.0 Sl.S 11.0 73.0 2).0 
MINUS - 82.0 -it;.o 
- 16S.5 -14.0 -64.0 -)L.O 
'tOTAL AI0.S - 1..0 - llL.O I- 6).0 I- 9.C -11.0 
MFA! I- ;.80 - 0.20 
-
6.00 1 ).)0 I- o.So 
- 0.60 
RAttlE 
- hO.O -11.0 
-
2S.0 
-
6.0 -lS.0 
- S.S I- 26.0 ,l11.0 I- 2).$ ,l 8.S 112.S I- 6.0 
NO. I- 1S 6 S IS 1 6 
NO. .. b 1) lIt b 12 12 
ZERO f.t c 0 0 0 1 
NO lImAS. 1 1 1 1 1 1 
!)ART II: I~lPWENCE OF CEN'mIC RF:U'tION AND n:N1R!C OCCLUSION ON n£,NTURE 
STABILITY 
It is virtually impossible to check t~e relationships of all of the 
incline plsDe8 ot the teeth in occlusion by 'Yieual examination of th. mouth. 
It, therefore, becaaes necessary to study centric relation and centric 
ooclWJionby the ue ot extra-oral .ethode described in the .ethod and 
materials section ot this paper. 
Hin~e axil! determiuatioD8 (denoting centric relation) were Mde on 
the sample of twenty fj&tienta. In only two of this fToup were centric 
relation and centric occlusion identical. Centric relation and centric 
occlusion were not coincident in the r.aln1ng eighteen. The mean difference 
for the whole sample wa. 0.6 ma., with a range ot 0.0 to 1.2 ma. (.ee rable 
VI). fbi. group ot eighteen was divided 1nto two groups, using broken inter-
prox1alal contacts in the undibular anterior teeth 01" lack of th_ .. 
identif.11!tg cri 1. . 1a. 'l'he .ean ditterence lor the group ha:rlng broken inter-
proximal contacts ... 0.6 .a., with. range of 0.0 to 0.9 ma., while that 
for the unbroken interproximal contacts was 0.6 _. with a range of 0.0 to 
1.2.a. One patient (2) having no broken interprox1alal contaots had .howed 
the difference of 1.2 ... bet.een centric relation and centric occlusion. 
As aent10aed prevlou811, one patient (16) having identical centric 
relation and centric occlusion had a lingle broken interproximal contact in 
the mandibular anterior teeth. F,l .. en patients (1, ), L, 7, 6, 9, 10, 11, 
45 
12, lL, IS) baTing broken interproximal contacts did have a dU'ference 
between centric occlusion and centric relation. In fiv. (1, 9, 11, 12, 14) 
of these, only i, single interprox1m.al contact was broken in the undibular 
anterior teeth. 
Seven patients of the total sample (2, 5, 6, 13, 17, 18, 19) having 
no broken interproximal contacte bad centric occlusion ditterent than their 
centric relation. 
It was a180 interesting to observe the difference between centric 
relation and centric occlusion which was lees (0.5 avera~e) in the patients 
where treatment wau accomplished atter first premolar teeth were extracted. 
The values in the nonextraction treatment were 0.7 _. 
t'aking the value. for the ant.f'..roposterior dU'ference between centric 
occlusion and centric relation, aeaaured at the incisal of the anterior 
teeth, a correlation grapb _. aade by plotting theee values against the 
v~luee for the amount ot crowding in the Ullindibul3r anteriors. Thill_. 
done to aee if a correlation existed between the difference in centric 
rel¢!tion and centric occlusion, and the crowding of the aandibular anterior 
teeth. There was DO (-.OOOlLi correlation as inspection of the graph 
demonstrat... 'the distribution W8S dispersed over the ~r.aph with no central 
tendency. See Figure 3a. 
'I'he incidence of lateral displacement of the mandible in centric 
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Difference between centric relation 
a,nd centric occlusion (O.lmm) 
* Calculated crowding value (0.1 mm) 
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occluSion W88 present in twelve subjects. Of the displacements five were 
to the ri~ht and BeYen were to the lett. Nine of these displacements were 
slight and difficult to detect. Th.., tell in the range of 0.1 to 0.) am. 
Three pet1ents (6, 10, lL), all Clue II, iJivision 1 in the original mal-
occlusion, demonstrated larp,e lateral shifts of the mand1.ble to reach centric 
occlU510n from centric relation. 0.8 a.., 0.6 ... , and 0.9 ma., respectively. 
Patient 6 W88 a C1888 II, Division I, subdivision ri~ht elde betore treat-
ment. When the hinge registration was taken there was a slide of 0.8 mae to 
the lett. In patient 14 the interocclusal contact responsible tor the 
lateral slide w~s an incorrectly carved asalga. restoration. 
Interocclusal Contacts in Centric Relation 
----_ ........ _- -....... _- - . 
Now that it hal been established thBt most of the subjects in the 
8~ple have a difference between centric relation and centric occlu8ion, it 
would now be proper to investigate the 1nteroccluaal contacts associated 
wit.h this difference. To do this, it is beet to inepect the interocelusal 
contact or each tooth separa.tely. 
Second molara: From the data sheets (Fi~s. L-83), it was revealed that in 
.. 
8ubjects without crowded max111$ry anterior teeth, there was centric relation 
interocclusal contact between the maxillary and mandibulRr second molar 
5c% of the time, as caapared to 82% of the time tor those patients with 
broken interproximal contact$. Taking all subjects having a ditference 
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between centric relation and centric occlusion, 7C~ of the interocclusal 
contacts on the upper second molar were on the buccal incline of the mesio-
lingual cusp. When this contact on the upper second molar occurs bileter-
ally, there 1s eet up a force ?ector which tends to displace the mandible 
.!'interiorly. 
The lnteroeclusal contact on the mandibular second molar was on 
the lingual incline of the distObuccsl cusp or on the lingual incline of 
the meSiobuccal cusp 80% oft.he till.. The only subjectG th& t showed a 
radically different pattern of interoccluaal contact for the second mol are 
were those which posseaaed lIevere lateral side, such as subjects 10 and lh. 
Subject 1 was aore of a cusp-tossa-marginal rid~e occlusion because the 
difference between centric occlusion and centric rel.,t1on was ainillal (e.l 
am.) in caaparison to the differences in the rest of the subjects. 
Firat aolars, COdling meslall1 one tooth, we will next coneioer the first 
... 
molar. The patterns ot occlusal cont~ct on t.hese teeth are less predictable 
than that of the second molar. The buccal incline of the me~ial lingual 
cusp was the moat frequently contacted surtace on the upper first molar .a 
it was in the second Ilolar, but contacted only 40% of the tille on thi. 
inclined plane whereas the second molar contacted on this inclined plane 70~ 
of the time. Contflct on the 8es1al incline of the distobucca.l and d1sto-
11Dgual waa present 20% of the time. All 01 these preceding interoeclueal 
contacts have torce vectors whicb would tend to displace the mandible 
~nterlorly. The remaininf L(~ ot the interoccluaal contacts were either 
neutral cusp and fossa contacts or, as 1n the subjects 10 and lb, the type 
of interoeclusal contact. which would d1spl~ce the mandible laterally. 
Tn the mandibul8l" arch, interocclusal contact with the IlIilndibular 
first molar 1n centric relation W811 u tollowel lingual incline of the 
mesiobuccal or distobueeal cusp (;S~), nnd the distal incline of the diato-
buccal cusp, mesiobuccal cusp, distal cusp, and distal mar~inal ridge (2~). 
All oft-heee preceding interocclusal contacts contain mesial vectors of 
.force which would tend to displace the m::andible anteriorly fra» the most 
retruded position. Neutral cusp er tossa 1nterecclusal contacts totaled 
~. while lateral displacing interocclusal contacts totaled 15~. 
Second bicuspl~h The maxillary second bicuspids were in occlusal contact 
only Ii7" ot the time in centric relat.ion. The moet prevalent interocclusal 
contact when the second bicuspid did occlude was the mesiobuccal incline ot 
the lingual cusp (6~). '1'his interocclusal contact location, when oecurr1.ni 
bilaterally, fiete up a vector of torce which will have a tendency to dis-
place the mandible ant,eriorly. The remaining contacts were neutral. having 
no tendency to displace the man1ible. 
The mandibular second bicuspids display an incidence of occlusion 
ot LO%. 'I'lle distal incline .. l.ingud incline, and distobuccal incline ot the 
buccal cusps .ere involved in 80% of t.be interocclusal contact. wben the 
tooth was in occlusion. The remaining interocclusal contacts were neutral. 
~ bicU!lpid: The sample cont&ined only 8 subjects in which the first 
bicuepld teeth were not extracted. The incidence of occlusal contact ran 
very high on thde teeth (916) when they were present. in the mouth. The 
surface on the upper first bicuspid, which was contacted most i"requently in 
centric relation, ifes the mesiobuccal incline of the lingual CUBp. '!'his 
interocelueal contact was almost unitor.a for the sample (9~). 
The lower first bicuspid showed similar COIl8is tAncy of interocclueal 
contact by having 93% contact on the distal or distal lingual incline of the 
buccal euap. 
Cuspids: Only one subject (6) showed an interocclusal contact in centric 
rel,' .. tion in the cuspid taetb. 'ihis was a case which exhibited a large 
lateral displacsaent of the mandible to attain centric occlUSion. 
tnteroeclusal Contact 1ft Centric Occlusion 
The pattern ot occlusal contact tor centric occlusion i5 one ot 
les8 contact on incline planes and more contact on the cusp tips, in the 
foesae, and on the marginal ridgee. Taldng the subject.s as a group, in cen-
trio relation 15% ot the contacts were of' this tlpe whereas in centrio 
occlusion the total of these neutral contacts approached~. It can be 
~een that with a dlsplace.ent ot the m8nd1ble fraa centric relation, that 
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the more cusp and toesa contacts that are present in centric occlusion, the 
more settled in the occlusion i8 and the more difticult it will be to return 
the mandible to centrio relation by equilibration. This is espeeially true 
in subjects with the higher centric occlusion to centric relation ditterences, 
where the ~e8truction by equilibration ot tooth material might boarder on 
prohibitive. 
The interocclusal contacts on the mandibular cupid teeth in cen-
tric occlusion were on the lAbi&l ridge in tw~lve oC seventeen patients. 
Ten (1, ), 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16) ot these twelve patients had eOBe 
degree of crowding of the mandibular anterior teeth, and two (19, 20) ot the 
twelve showed no crowding. This group. of t.elve contuine·; the most severely 
crowded mandibular anterior teeth. The Cive remaining patients (2, h, S, 6, 
1L) of the seventeen had Interocc1usa1 contacta in centric occlUSion on the 
JAandlbular cuspids at a location somewhat distal to the labial ridge_ or 
this group only number 4 exhIbited aame crowding 1n the mandibulAr anterior 
teeth, and this was a Uaited amount (-.$ _). 
the interocclusal contacts 1n centric occlUSion on the lingual ot 
the u:dllary canine were recorded 1n Table VIU. 'J'befJe were the locations 
.here the l'I&nd1bular canine occluded with the a&;dllary canine. The inter-
occlusal contact in centric occlusal occurred on a prominent section ot the 
lingual surface of the m~x111flry canine in nine subjecta (1, ), 1, 8, 10, 11, 
12, 1" 16). 'l'beBe patients emici ted crowding of varying degrees. Patients 
{2, L, S, 6, 9, 14, 19, 20} did not bave .axillary lingual lnterocclusal 
contacts in centric occlusion on a prominent portion of that sur face. Theee 
patient. exhibited little (L, 9) or no crowding (2, L, 5, 6, 9, lL, 19, 20). 
It will be remembered that patlenta 9, 19, and 20 were numbered among the 
group which had inter occlusal contact on the labial ridge ot the mandibular 
canine. 
No. 
1* 
2 
3* 
h 
5 
6 
7* 
8* 
9* 
1(',* 
11* 
12* 
1h 
IS-
16* 
19* 
20. 
!-'RUa1.INrN'I' CUNVF'H'l1' Ot' THE LINGllfoL t;URI"JC;£ 01" 'nU: ",)J UtI,' RT 
CUSPID AND IN'tF.Rocci..uUtCoNTAC'l' J.CCA nON UiCEN'Ii\Ic OCCI.usioN .... Ii ......... • • • ....... _ •• _________ _ 
Prominent Anatomy 
~e81al ilarginal RIdge I.ingual Ridge Interocclusal Contact Location 
yea no mea hl marginal ridge 
yn no 1 iragusl ridge 
no yea lingual ridge 
no no meeiolinrual fosea (rt) 
lingual ridge (left) 
no yea meeiolingual foesa 
no no lingual ridge 
Y" no ... ial IIlArginal ridg_ 
,.88 (rt.) yes (left) mesial marginal rid,_ 
Ungual ridge (left (rt) 
no yea mefiial marginal ridge 
:I" no ••• ial marginal ridge 
y •• no meaial marginal ridge 
no y. lingual rldge 
no no IIl861al mar~nal ridge 
llngual 1'1 • 
mealolingua tosaa 
yea no m.aial marginal rldge 
alight.ly no mea1al marglnal ridge 
no yea •• 81al marginal ridge 
no no m.alal Ilarglnal ridge 
* Patients with lnteroccluesl contact on the labial ridge ot the mandibular 
c~nine. 
CHAPTfR V 
DIS CtlSfJ ! (iN 
While 1 twas suepected at the beginning of thi8 research that. cuspid 
interoccluaal contact in lateral excursions ot the mandible and incisor 
interocclusal contacts in protrusive aovemente of the mandible were caue .. 
of crowding of the mandibular anterior 1n the treated patients, this 
suspicion could not be substantiated by the data. The evidenee did not 
support the hypothesis that cuspid and inciSor iftterocclusal contact in 
lateral and protrusive mavements of the mandible are factors in the 
instability of the mandibular anterior teeth. 
Yost ot the subjects revealed a limited amount ot spacing or crowding 
of the mandibular anterior teeth aa was shown by the bi8togr~ in Figure 3. 
l':ighteen of the meaour_ents were closely erouped around 8.n average of 
-., Mm. There were two measurements relatively reaote from this average. 
In order t.o determine whlllt 18 a 511:rnU'icant amount of crowding, it ia neces-
sary to make an intuitive appraisal of the various casts. ~early all (17 
out ot 20) of the patients had SOBe torm of cu~pid interocclu8s1 contact in 
lateral excursion ot the mandible. Ofthie percent (85%) of the patients 
with cuspid int~rocclusal contact in lAteral excursions ot the mandible, 
eeven (2, S, 6, 17, 18, 19, 20) had no crowding in the mandibula:r anteriors, 
and five (1, 9, 11., 12, lL) had only one mildly broken interf'roxiJaal contact. 
In the whole sample there .ere nine (2, 5, 6, 1), lL, 11, 18, 19, 20} that 
appel'.red to have no clinical evidence of crowding. Using the .easurementl 
of spacing for these nine subjects it was possible to derive a standard 
error of measurement of .22 mm. The 95% confidence limite based on 8 degrees 
of freedom are I- .5 _. Thb .eant> that any measurements of crowding greater' 
-
than .5 .. are statisticalll significant. 
The remainiQg five patients (h, 7, 8, la, 15) had 80me probl_ with 
the crowding of the IUndibular anterior teeth, but this crowding Deemingll 
could not be directly related to cuopid interoeclusal contact in excureioae. 
Patient L •• helped with equilibration in the posterior segaentll of the 
mouth to reduce the difference between centric occlusion and centrio relation. 
Patient 7 did not cooperate during retention. Patient 8 had aandibular 
cuspids which were finished in treataent to a severe distal axial 1no11na-
tion. Subject 10 possessed a severe lateral displacement of the mandible 
while seeking to cloee in centric occlusion. NUllber 15 had lit major increase 
in the intercanlne distance acrose the mandibular arch (L.O ma) during 
treatment. 
Using the Chi Square test tor Significance, the null h1Pothesil 
that cuspid interocclusal contact 1n lateral excursion is not a signiticant 
factor in the crowding ot the aandibulu anterior teeth was retained. See 
next page tor calculation. 
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Canine Interocclu.l'lal Contuct in Lateral l!:~cur5ion 
Crowded Anterior. Yates Correction 
Y" no ye. no 
Contact 10 1 17 Contaet 10.S 6., 17 
~io contaot 2 1 1 No contan 1., , 
12 8 20 12 8 20 
0 0-1: (o-E) 2 (o-E) 2 
E , 
17 xU 
• 10.2 10.!) .) .09 .L'09 20 , 
17 x 8 
== 6.8 6., -.3 .09 .013 fO 
8 x ~ 26 M • 1.2 1.S ., .09 .07S 
, X 12 
• 1.6 1.6 -.3 .09 .oS(> 20 
:m7 
1 dt- not significant at the .Os leTel of probab111tT. 
S7 
In protrusive (forward) raoveIIlent ot the mandible, the incisor. had 
sol. initial interocclusal cont.act in seventeen of the twenty patianu. 
Ii:leven (2, 3, L, 5, 6, 9, 10, 16, 11, 19, 20) of the 8eTenteen patients had 
initial interocclueal contact on one or both central incisors. Of these 
eleven patients with the interocclusal contact on the central incisors only, 
crowding in the mandibular incisor! WbS a~ follows. six patients (2, S, 6, 
11, 19, 20) had no crowdingJ two p~t1ente (9, 16) had slight crowding with 
one broken interproxiaal contact; and three patients (J, h, 10) had more 
severe crowding. 
The other eix (1, 8, 11, 12, 13, IS) of the ~ev.ntf'!en patient. had 
lateral inebor. in interocclusal contact during protrusion of the mandible 
in addition to the centr.,l lncitlorf>. The crowding preHnt in the Ilandibular 
incisors was a8 followe tone (13) h~d no crowdincl two pntients (11, 12) had 
one broken interproximal contact; lind three (1, e, IS) tlCi tientf.l hl\d one 
severe, or more than one broken interproximal contsct. 
Three putiente (I, lll, 18) had lnteroeclusal contact 1n protrUl'ioQ 
on oUier teeth in 2dd1tion to the inci~orv. These QXhihited either aligned 
or elightly crowded wand.ibular antorior teeth. 
It seems £'ran the foregoil1$( that incisor interocclusal contflct in 
protrusive movement of the mandible 18 questionable Sf; a prime factor In the 
instability of the mandibulAr anterior teeth. Ufiing a (:hi ~~qu(jre teat, the 
null hypothesis that incisor interocelusal contact in protrusive movement 
or thE! mandible has no bearing on t.he crowding of the mandibular incit!or 
teeth must be retained. (Se. next page.) 
Tneisal Interocc1usal Contact in Protru8ion 01 the Mandible 
Crowded 
Anterior. 
Contact in protrusion 
yea no 
,.e t; 2 6 
no 11 1 12 
11 .3 20 
f; 0 
11 x 12 I: 20 a. 10.2 10.S 
17 X 8 :: 6.8 6.; 20 
B x.3 • f6 " 1.2 1.; 
) x 12 - 8 
'b - 1. 
Crowded 
Anterior. 
o-E 
.) 
-.) 
.) 
-.) 
Ya~.. correction 
Contlilot in protrusion 
yea 
yea 6.; 
no 10.; 
11 
( Q-f,;} 2 
.09 
.09 
no 
1.5 
1.5 
) 
( o-El2 
E 
.009 
.01) 
.e;o 
:m 
18 
12 
20 
1 df- not .ignitic~nt at the .0; level of probability_ 
The most likely pO$itione of occlusal contact in centric relation 
that might CBuse the mandible to be displaced from the most retruded p08i-
tioD. .ere enaerated. It was obser'f'ed, after a period of retention, that 
most trer.ted patients presented BOlle degree of Mndibuler displacel1ent trOll 
the JI08t retruded pos1 tion. The mean displacement present in both the 
relapsed and nonrelap&ed occlusions w." essentially the saae (0.6 ma.). 
In patients where the occlusion was most likelY' to be stable 
(l~ S, 12, 16. 19, 20), tbe mean difference between centric occlulion and 
centric relation dropped as a group to 0.) ma., with the following distri-
butiolU 0.1, 0.), 0.6, o.c, 0.5, 0.0 mm.~ respectively. Three of these had 
no broken contacta and three had one Idldly broken contact. 1>0 11 ,'IIere out of 
retention tor a period ot t1ae. These 08se. had very little lateral shift. 
In patients 2, ), L, 6, 7, 6, 9, 10, ll~ lh, IS, 17, 18. where 
there might be ... question as to stabilitY' in the future, it was obaer'f'ed 
that the mean dirference between centric occlusion and centric relation was 
approximately 0.8.m. This group also contained the patients having the 
greatest range in l~teral shift, 0.1 - 0.9 .... with a distribution ot 0.1, 
0.), 0.), 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, as oppo.ed to the smaller distri-
bution ot 0.0, 0.2, 0.2 .m. tor the more 8tabl~ occlusions. The patients in 
the "'probla group" having sOIle or no latE".ral shift had anteroposterior 
mandibult,r shift aore in keeping with the higher 888n of the group. 
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Is the difference between centric occlusion and cent.ric relation, 
therefore, a tector in the stability of.' the orthodontically treated denture? 
I,et us consider what happened in a tew cases in which the difference was 
reduced by equilibration. Only those patient8 with BaJe crowding of lower 
anteriors or spacing of tbe upper anterior. w1.11 be discussed. 
Patient La This patient has an anterior slide of u.S JUl. from the 
most retruded pOSition and a very al1ght lat.eral slide of 0.1 IlIA. The case 
exhibited two broken contacts. The patient was equilibrated in the first and 
lecond molar areas for cont~cts initiating the slide. The slide was elimin-
ated. On a return visit, after int.ermittent .earing of her elutic type 
retainer, the mandibular anterior teeth were in excellent alig.ant and 
centric relation and cent.ric occlusion continued to remain identical. The 
reduction of the difference between centric occlUSion and centric relation 
had giTe~ us enough space lingual to the maxillary anteriors to align the 
mandibulsr anterion for contact ill centric occlusion without an anterior 
interterenee. 
Patient S. Thi8 patient had an anterior Slide of 0.3 RIl. and a 
lateral slide of 0.1 IIIB. The problem in this CAse wa.s not that the w.andibu-
lar anterior teeth were crowding but that speces between the maxillary cen-
tral incisors began to deYelop when the rubber finishing appliance was not 
worn. Equilibration of the dentition to reove the anterior slide was done, 
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w1 th 'the result that spacing did not reappear after it HS closed wi. th the 
finishing appliance. 
Patient 6: A severe lateral slide to the lett (0.8 11m.) was 
revealed in the assessment of this patient" occlu8ion. Accompanying this 
lateral Ilide _s an anterior slide of 0.7 _. This was the onl7 patient 
who had cuspid 1nterocclu8al contact in centric relation. ~ven though no 
broken Interprox1aal contacts could be aUGured in this occlusion, there was 
definite suspicion concerning its tuture stability. '{'he denture was equili-
brated to reduce the lateral slide, which simultaneously elimiMted the 
anterior alide. A t the last vbi t there was d.t1ni t. improvement, but these 
teeth will warrant close watching for the next months because the centrIc 
relation contacts are still on incl1n$8 and will probably need further 
a.djusting to pend t the dentur. to 8ettle into a cusp and fOSSil contact in 
centric re13tion, instead of being guided into a centric occlusion which is 
not identical to centrte relation. 
Patient 7: '1b1e t!ubjt'ct ha.d 3n antnior slide ot C.7 a. a.nd a 
lateral elide of 0.) _. The m8nd1bul~r incieoTs had four broken interprox-
imal ('ont~cUs PI'"st:nt. A re]:"tive17 small amount of equilibration in the 
bieuspid area elilldnated all the an't~n·ior slide. A t the •• e appointaent a 
mandibular reaovable appl1ance with Ii finger spring .,8$ placed to take 
advantage ot space gained lingual to the martllarT anterior teeth by the 
distal noaition1ng of the mandible. Moving the mandlbular incbors anter-
iorly will allow thea to occlude in III new centric occlusion which is nearly 
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identical to centric relation. If the alignment of teeth is not begun 
before or immediately after equilibration, the incisors may, without ~u1d­
ance, find thei.r own centric occlusion. 'l'he last visit with this p~tient 
revealed that her mandibulf!r incisore were nearly aligned. there 85 still 
sufficient space for the lower incisors to come into complet.e alignment 
before theY' attain centric occlusion. Centric occlusion contact seemingly 
will be established simultaneously with the aligDDlent completion. 
Patient 9. This patient displayed an anterior slide of G.6 a.., 
accompanied by a s.all lett lateral slide ot 0.2 mm. '!'he mefiial contact 
of the mandibular rlt~ht lllteral incisor _. broken. The tooth wns in con-
tact wi ttl the mesial marginal ridge of the max111sry l~teral incisor in 
centric occlu.e1on. It was dec11ed to not fully equ:t.l1brate thts occlusion 
to r~nder centric occlusion ldentic~l to the most retru.ded posttion because 
there was only one mildly broken contact. While it waa felt tbFlt the eaUAe 
ot the break in contact in the m6ndibular lateral incisor could be corrected 
loeally by equilibratin~ the mesial RlAr(linal ridge ot the ma71..11Bry ll'Jt~ral 
incisor instea1 ot chsnging the nntm-opost,el"lor position o.f the mandible, 
the ease w::as equilibrat.ed in the posterior segments to eliminate the cont..llcta 
eausing the lateral slide. The lIesial mar!!in::!l ridge of the ma:dllar,-
lateral incisor was relieved and the patient inetructed to "ear his rubber 
tlnishi~~ appliance vigorously until the tooth was ali~ned. ~i8 took a 
short time. The retainer was taken away and the tooth ba8 remained aligned. 
Patient 10. 'l'his patient had an anterior slide from centric 
relation of 0.6 ma. and a lateral slide to the lett of 0.6 ma. Thi. 
occlusion had two anterior broken contacts. 'lbe anterior and lateral sUd •• 
were eliminated and a reaovable finger spring appliance placed that same 
day. When the patient returned, the teeth bad putt.lly reall;:ned and there 
was enough space lIngual to the maxillary incisors to allow complete align-
ment of the mandibular anterior teeth into a new centric oecluslon. The 
slide did not return. 
Patient llu This p:ltient had an anterior slide from the most 
retruded position of 0.7 ma., with a right lateral slide of 0.9 ma. The 
lower lert lateral inc1sor beeaae malaligned each time he went without hi. 
finishing appliance tor a period of tiBe. 1~e patient waa inltructed to 
wear the rubber finishing appliance until the tooth .. as realigned. With the 
tooth in aligraent, the patient waa equilibrated to remove elides in anterior 
and lateral directions. The tooth rem';clned aligned after the equilibration. 
Malocclusi.ons cOJ'Tected 1n this menner should be checked periodi-
cally 80 that aD1 new incline plane relationships that may develop in the 
interim do not cauee new displacements of the mandible. The conscientlou. 
orthodontist should check all his I>atienta after treataent to prevent theae 
aberr~tioD8 frQll creeping into III well-treated occlUSion. 
Should all OCC111S10118 tree ted ortbodontically in which centric 
occlu8ion and centric relation are not identic~l be equilibrated? If there 
is no reason other than the fact. that there is a difference between the 
IlloSt retruded position and centric occlusion, equilibration i8 probably a 
needless destruction of tooth material. It there 18 no malalignment ot the 
mandibula.r incisor., recurrent spacing due to occlUSion on the maxillary 
anteriol's, or a severe lateral displacement ot the man·Uble in centric 
occlusion, there is no need for equilibration to re:luce the anterior 
position of the mandible. 
',;1111e it was not in the scope or thh study to establish whet.her 
the anterior slide developed after treatment thus caUSing the breaking of 
contaets in the anterior regions of the arches, it is felt that e~uilibration 
in these imitan.eea llu11e space av~ilable lingual to the maxillar;y anterior 
t.eeth to alien the Inc.ndibular anterior teeth. It can often aalvage an 
occlusion which might be destined for retreatment. 
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It now has been established in tbifl sample that. no rel;;tionship 
exists between interocc1uaal cont~ctl in lateral and protrusive movements 
of the mandible and crowdil'll ot the mandibular anterior t.eeth. It wu 
decided to take into consideration the pattern of interoccluaal contacts in 
centric occlusion. A study of the location of the interoccluee.l contact on 
the cuspids in cen~ic occlusion was of prime concern. 
aefore getting too involved in the lnterocclu.al contacts of the 
canine teeth, it was felt that a revi_ of the morphology of the canine 
teet.h would be ot benefit. Wheeler (19SO) describe8 the anatOlll1 of the 
canine teeth in the following mannerr 
"The labial surface of the (maxillary canine) crown is smooth 
if the development. hu been proper, with no devel01lllental grooves or 
lines of note except. ahallow depre.eione mesia1l, and distal11, 
dividing the three lablal lobes. The middle labial lobe of this 
crown zhows much greater development than ... of the other lobes. 
This arrangement glvee a 1ecided ridge fO'J'll to the labial eurfece ot 
the crown. A line drawn over the crest of t.his ridge, from the cer-
vical I1ne to the t1p ot the cusp, i8 a curved one inclined aeelal17 
at its center. All area. aesial to the crest of this ridge exhibit 
convex1t, except tor Insignificant developaental lines in the en ... l. 
Dil!.ttall, to the Iabilll ri1ge there 18 a tendency tOWt"lrd concavity at 
the cervical third of the crown, 81 though convert t1 is the rule for 
the area b~lo. the cervical third. 
"'the cingulum or lingual lobe i8 hi~l1 developed and, in SOlIe 
instanoes, presents a pOinted tubercle. In the latter type., definite 
enamel ridges are found on the linrual surface of the orown below the 
cingulum. and between strongly developed marginal ridges. lilthougb 
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depressions are to be found between tbel!! ridge fonu, there are 
se1dOll any deep developmental grooves; the enBmel if' well formed 
between them. 
liVery often Ii well developed linf:tual ridge is seen which is con-
fluent With the cusp tiPJ this extends to a pOint approximating the 
cinf'ulum. There -7 be shallow concftTities between this ridge and the 
marginal ridge.. "'hen these concui tiee are present, they are called 
Mmesial" and "distalll lingual fossae. 
"Somet11Hs the lin~al surface ot the canine orown 18 80 8Sooth 
that f08sae or minor ridges are difficult to distinguish. '1'11ere is 8 
tendency toward concan tiel, howeTer, 1Jhere the tossae are usuel17 
found and heav,y marginal ridges -tth a .ell formed cingulum are the 
rule. The sllC)oth enamel eurfaces of the cingulum, marginal ridges and 
the lingual portion of the incisal ridges are contluent usually with 
little evidence ot developmental grooves. 
nThe cusp (mandibular canine) ia not so well deTeloped, and the 
cusp ridges are thinner labiolingually than those found on the max-
ill~ry canine. The cusp tip ls on a line with the center of the root, 
trOll the me8ial or distal aspect, and showa a tendency todrd a lin-
~ual placement in 80me caees. It 
'raking the group of twelve patients who exhibited interocclufIlal 
contact on the labial ridge of the mandibular canine, there were ten (1, 3, 
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, IS, 16) Who ht-td crowded aandibular anterior teeth and 
two (19, 20) who did not hne crowding. Taking the ffl'oup ot five (2, h, 5, 
6, 14) patients Who exhibited tnterocclusal contact distal to the labial 
ridge, there were four (2, S, 6, 14), who had no crowding ot the mAndibular 
anterior teeth and one (4) who showed a 1illi ted amount of crowding (-. Smm) • 
Calculating the exact probability for ~ chRnce relationship between 
the interocclusal contact on the lablal ridge ot the undibular canine and 
crowding of the lBIlnd1bulsr anterior teeth. it 18 found that the rel~tioD8hip 
is significant at the .027!> level. The suggestion is that it is highl, 
probable that the location of the interocclusal contact on the anat~ of 
the aandlbular canine tooth has an influence on the crowding ot the mandibu-
lar anterior teeth. 
Since the morphology ot the interoeelusal contact area on the mAn-
dibular cf<nine tooth aefltlllS to haTe a relstioftsh1p to the crowding present 
in the a3ndibular anterior teeth, it was decided to consider the morphology 
ot the Interoccluaal contact area on the lingual surfAce or the llaxillal7 
cl>nine tooth. 'l'he lingual of the maxillary canine tooth exhibited the most 
variation in anatomiCAl fona when compared to the variations in anatOlll)'" ot 
the labi;·l surface of' the mandibular canine. A li8t was constructed (Table 
Vnl) to show what r-art of the lingual anatOlflY' of the maxillary canine was 
most prominent and where the interoeclustU contact occurred on that tooth. 
It wae found that when crowding ot the m.andibular anterior teeth was present, 
the interocclusal contact occurred on a prOlllinent section of the lingual 
surface of the maxtlllU7 canine tooth (I, 3, 7, 8, lC, 11, 12, 1$, 16). It 
was 2180 found that where the interocclusal contact did not occur on a 
prOllinent part of the lingual surface of the man11aJ7 canine, there was 
little or no crowding (2, b, $, 6, 9, 14, 19, 20). Even though patients 
9, 19 and 20 were fraa the group with interoce1usal contact on the prominent 
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labial ridge of the mandibular canine, the location ot the intElX'occlusal 
contact on the lingual of the .. nllary cUllin. was not in a pre&inent area. 
Calculating the exact probability for a chance relHtionship between 
the interocc1uaal contact occurring on a prOIlinent portion of the m&x11lary 
canine and crowding ot the undibular anterior teeth, it is round that the 
relationship 18 significant at tbe .011S level. 
It is suggested that further stud, be done on the morphology 01 
teeth at the interoccluaal contact area when the teeth are interdigitated 
in centric occlusion. IndlcatloDl .lOre that therein 11e& many of the 
probl .. in the stability of the orthodontieal1y treated dentition. 
CHII P'l'FN VT 
SUMMf\RY ANT) CONCLUSIONt, 
Hinge axis determin~tions were done on twenty patients who had 
orthodontic treatment lilt Loyola Dental School Clinic. ratient's C;:"8tS were 
mounted 1n a precise manner on an hdjustable $rtieulator. This was done for 
the following reasons: 
(1) To determine whether c~ntric occlusion and centric rel~tion 
need be synonymous for the alignment 8tabUi ty of the dent! tion. 
(2) To study the effect of interocclueal contacts in lateral and 
protrun1ve lIIov.ents of the un<1i'ble on the alignment 
stability of the orthodontic~117 treated dentition. 
(3) to study the effect of interocc1usal contacts in centric 
rel~tion and in centric occlusion on the 311gnment ~tab11it1 
of the orthodonticall,. treated dentiticm. 
CONCWSIOHS 
(1) there is no clear evidence that a centric occlusion synonymous 
to centric relation i8 absolutely eBsential to the maintenance 
ot slig_ent ot the undibular anterior teeth. 
(2) In thill __ ple, there W.,8 no corr~lat1on of the difference 
between centric occlueion and centric relation, an:) the 
amount of crowding in the mandibular enterior teeth. 
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0) Equilibration of the interoccl'llsal contact., which w.r. 
ooerati.. in the difference between centric occlusion and 
centric relation, created sufficient oyerjet by repositioning 
the mandible to allow for the alignment of the crowded man-
dibular anterior teeth in centric occlue10n. 
(L) Oyer expansion of the mendibular eaninee during treatment, 
with a subsequent decrease of the intercanine distance after 
treatmant, wa3 a possible factor in the crowding o.t the 
mandibular anterior teeth. 
(S) B".ed on thi. suple, no lign1tieance could be attributed to 
the bypoth •• i8 that interoccluaal contact in lateral .xcur.ion 
ot the undible ia a prime factor in the crowding of the 
mandibular anterior teeth. 
(6) Based on this sample, no significance could be attributed to 
the hJpothe.i8 that interoeclueal contact in protrusion ot the 
mandible i8 a pri.. factor in the crowding ot the undibular 
anterior teeth. 
(7) Baeed on thie sample, there ia a Significant relationship 
between the location ot the 1.nteroeclual contact on the 
UJd.llar, and lIlandibular canine teeth in oentric ocolusion and 
the stability of the mandibular anterior teeth. 
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Change. in: 
1. Intercanine width - Ilandibul.ur - Plue meana an incre". in width. 
~inu$ means a decrense in width. 
2. Intercanine width - maxillary - 'Plu. means an increase in width. 
). OYerb!tA - (casta) 
CYerjet. - (caste) 
Overbite - (beadplate) 
6. Overjet - (headpl~te) 
M.inua aeaD8 a decrease in width. 
Plus means an 1ncrease in depth. 
ttlinulS Ileana a decrealSe 1n depth. 
Plus means an increase. 
~lnus .eana a decrease. 
Plus aeaM an 1ncresise in depth. 
Minus means a decrease in depth. 
Plus means an increase. 
Minus me8M A fiecrease. 
1. Jt8,x111~rl incisor to lumdlbulsr incisor angle - Ch<lll.Se. in the 
interinciaal angulation 
Plus means an inereue in angulation. 
~1nus means a deereuse 1n angulation. 
8. "axillary incisor to NJ; line angle - Change. in axial inclination 
at the px111ar1 to Nuion-A-point. plana 
Plua means an increase in anrulatlon. 
"tnUil means a decreaee in angulation. 
9. ~andlbu1ar incisor to IS line angle - Ch~nges in axial inclination 
of mannibular incisor to the Nasion-B-point plane 
Plus 1t.3m; an 1ncrease in angulation. 
~inue aeans a deerea.e in angulation. 
10. Broken contacts - term u~ed to describe the faulty contact rela-
tionship of two approxtaating te~b 
Yes means there 8l"e broken contr"ctB. 
No .eaM t.here are not broken contset.a. 
11. NUIlber of broken oont.acts - II nUJllerical count of the broken con-
taots in the anterior portion of the undibular arch. 
12. Arch length lost due t.o crowding - a value tor the arch length lo.t 
due t.o broken cnDuc'" in \he ltand1bular anterior teeth. 'fhia i. 
calculated 88 prescribed under •• thods and materials. 
1). Condylar correction rae tor - II correetion tactor tor the condylar 
reading on the inatl'uaent, so that t.he angle bet.ween the condylar 
path and the occlus3l plane may be obtained. 
lb. Protrusive condylar settings - those articulator condyle settings 
derived trom the us. ot the protrusive check bite as deecribed 
in the •• thode and materials. 
IS. Lateral condylar pOlt lettinge - those articul~tor settings 
deriyed from the us. ot tbe lateral check bit.~ as de6cribed in 
the .et.bods and .at.eriale. 
16. Condylar path to occlusal plane angle - that angle derived fraa the 
subtraction of the condylar eorrection tactor trOB the protrusiVe 
cond,.lar setting. thb i$ the angle ot the articulator' a cond71ar 
path to the occlusal plane. 
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rnTlfHT ~O. 1 D.L. 
clnae I, extrnction - 4 bicuspid. 
Cbanges: l''rca StU"t to Finieh 
----of TreataeD£ 
Intercanine width - lower 
!nteroanine width - upper 
OYerbi te (caste) 
OYer jet (caste) 
Overbite (headplate) 
OYerjet (heac4)lat.e) 
a\axUlary 1 to Ibmdibular 1 
Maxillary 1 to iA line 
Mandibular 1 to IB I1ne 
lfandibular anterior \eettu 
Broken contacts I Y.. No 
ltuber of broken con£aete t 1 
-'.0 .. 
3.5 .. 0.0 _ 
c.o .. 
1.7 .. 1.2 _ 
21.0 deg;ree. 
-S.S degree. 
-lS.O degree. 
Allomt of arch length lost due to crowdinga 1.1 .. 
Since Finish 
01 'fiesta.iii 
-~.5-
-2.S _ 
2.S .. 
1.0 _ 
-0.2 .. 0.7 _ 
-4.0 degre •• 
ll.e degr ... 
0.0 degr.ea 
Prematlll"1tie8 of l.{ul11ary sad ilandibular teeth in functional .XCVSiOIUII 
Lateral. Rlght l/) ousp tip Balanoel no 
Lett )/) cusp tip Balance. no 
Protrusive. 
Axial. change. in lland1bul Dr canines Lett 
8inoe treat..aleut: tong1tlld1nal (t1pp1Dg) Lingual 
'l'ranaver.e (rotation) no 
Right. 
Lingual* 
distal* 
Ditterenee between centric relation and centric OCclu810n. (Taken fro. 
!talll).U Articulator r .. htration) 
Measved at the inci80l"'81 (Parallel to occlusal plane) 
Anteroposterior 11ght lateral Left lateral 
0.1 .. 0.0 .. 0.1 _ 
" ••• ured at the condyle.. (Along conci,.lar path) 
Rlfht condyle Lett co~le 
0.1.. 0.0_ 
Articulator •• ttings 
Angle of the oeclusal plane to condylar aero. 
Lett 
PJootruaiv. condylar •• ttiags. 2So 
Lateral condylar poet .ettin,,-. 80 
Condylar pet.h to 0001ua8.1 plane angle ISo 
100 correotion factor 
Ript 
))0 
2$° 
23° 
*rne .. ndibul~ anterior teeth were finished witb spacing wider \ban 
that neee8.ar.y for band aaterial. Cuspid waa distally rotated in 
original malocclusion. 
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PJI';'! EN'!' NO. 2 S.J • 
Class iI. fhvielon 2, nonextr~ction 
Changest Fral/. S tart to Finish 
-Of Treati'int 
Since Finish 
or 'I'reataeni 
- -1.6 .. Intercanine width - lower 
Intereanine width - upper 
OVerb! te (casta) 
Overjet (casts) 
-1.0 .. 
2.0 _ 
-).(,) 1111 
-).$ -
-1.0 mil 
-6.5 DlII1 
0.0 mil 
1.0 1111 
1.$ .. 
0.5 l1li 
2.) JIll 
Overbite (headplate) 
OVerjet (headp1ate) 
Maxillary 1 to Mandibular 1 
Maxillary 1 to HA line 
Mandibular 1 to NB line 
7.0 degree. 
-14.0 dep.;reee 
7.Cl degrees 
-5.0 degrees 
6.5 degrees 
-).0 degreee 
~andlbu18r anterior teetht 
Broken contacta. Yea No 
Number of broken cont3Ct.e1 0 
Amount ot arch length lost due to crowding: 0 
Prematurities of aax1l11U'Y and mandibular teeth in functional excursions: 
tateral. Ri~ht 3/3 cusp tip B81ance I no 
Lett 3/3 cusp tip Balance: no 
Protrusive: 
Axial changes in mandibular canines 
Since treatment. Longitudinal (tipping) 
1'J>allllveree (rotation) 
Lett 
no 
no 
Right 
no 
no 
Difference between centric relation and centric occlusion. ('f~ken frca 
Hanau J'rtlcultOltor registration) 
Measured at the incisorst (P;t;rallel to occlusal plane) 
Anteroposterior Right lateral I,ef't lateral 
1.2 _ 0.0 .. 0.0 _ 
:Measured at the condyles. (Along condylar path) 
Right condyle Lett con~l. 
0.9.. 1.0 .. 
Articw.etor settings 
Angle ot the occlusal plane to condylar 
Protrusiye condylar settings I 
Lateral condylar post settings t 
Condylar path to occlusal plane angle 
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lIerot 10° correction factor 
Lett Right 
saO ,10 
230 00 
480 41° 
PATIFNT NO. J R.H. 
Changes. 
Intercanine width - lower 
Intere~n1ne width - upper 
Overbite (casts) 
Overjet (casts) 
OYerbite (headplate) 
Overjet (beadplate) 
~axillary 1 to Mandibular 1 
alaxillary 1 to NA line 
~andibul8r 1 to' Na line 
l;!.6ndibular anterior teeth. 
Broken cootaeta, y.. No 
luaber of broken contActs t 4. 
Class !. Division 1, extraction 
L bicuspids 
-2.5 _ 
-11.5 l1li 
-2.h .. 
-10.1 .. 
7.$ degrees 
-25.0 degrees 
12.5 degrees 
Since Finish Qr 'freatmeiil 
-3.5 .. 
-1.5 .. c.s _ 
2.5 .. 
2.6 as 
2.3 .. 
-1.$ degrees 8.; degrees 
-$.$ degreN 
.AmQunt of flrch length lost due to crowding: 3.3 l1li 
Prematuritiee of .axillary aDd mandibular teeth in fUnctional excUI"sionss 
Lateralr Right 7/1 Balaneet 1/1 
Lett 1/1 'Ralance J 7/7 
Protrusive I 1 
T 
Axial changes in mandibular canines 
~ince treatmentl Longitudinal (tippiftg) 
'I'ransverlie (rotation) 
I.aft 
Lingual 
no 
Right 
l,ingual 
no 
Difference between centric relation and centric occlusions (l'aken trom 
HDn&U Articulator registration) 
i4easured at the ineif;or8: (Parallel to occlusal plane) 
Anteroposterior Right lateral l.eft lateral 
0.9 am v.o .. 0.0 am 
ii_eared at the condyles. (Along condylar pat.h) 
Right condyle I.eft condyle 
0.1.. I.e,. 
Articulator settings 
A ngle of the occlusal plane to condylar 
Protrusive condylar settings, 
Lateral condylar post settlngs t 
Cond:v'lar patb to occlusal rlane angle 
19 
•• rol 20° correction factor 
Lett Right 
490 L10 
200 200 
29° 210 
PI: 1'!FN'l' NO. L 11.P. 
rl888 I, extraction h bicuspids 
Tntercsnine width - lower 
Intercenine width - upper 
DYerbite (CAstS) 
OYerjet (casts) 
Overbite (headplate) 
Ov'erJet (headp1ate) 
~ax111~ry 1 to Mandibular 1 
»&%1115ry 1 to NA line 
Mlmd1bular 1 to IS line 
Mandibular anterior teet.ht 
FrQlll S tart to Finish 
--01 'iieatment 
-, l.O_ )., -
-0.5 lUI 
-3.$ DIll 
1.7 1'lIIl 
-2.8 .. 
26.0 degreee 
-19.0 degreea 
-10.0 degrees 
Broken contactsc Ies Ho 
Nuber of broken cont.acts. 2 
~ince Finieh 
of fres tmeni 
-1.0 _ 
-1.0 .. 2., lIIfI 
1.0 JIll 
2.2 film 
e.) _ 
-2.0 degrees 
-2.0 degrees 
).0 degrees 
Amount of arch length lost due to crowdingt O.S .. 
rrematurit.ieB of maxillary and mandl~lar teeth in functional excursions: 
Lateral. Right )/) cusp tip Balance. no 
Lett )/) distal incline of mandibular 3 Balance. no 
Protrusive. 1/1 
m 
Axial chang.. 1n und1bular canines 
since treataent. Longitudinal (t.ipping) 
'!'reUTers a (rotation) 
Lett 
no 
no 
Right 
no 
no 
Ditterenee between centric relation and centric occlusion. ('aken trOll 
HAnau Articulator registration) 
lIeasured at the incisors: (Parallel to occlusal plane) 
Anteroposter1or R1ght lateral Lett lateral 
0.6 _ 0.0 _ 0.1 _ 
Measured at the condyles I (J.long condylar path) 
Right condyle Lett condyle 0.9 _ 0.9 .. 
Articulator aetting. 
Angle or the occlusal plane to condylar 
Protrusive conallar settings: 
Lateral condylar post settings, 
Coodyl.r path to occlusal plane angle 
80 
aero: 220 correction tao tor 
Left Right 
SSo SSo 
00 00 
2)0 2)0 
PATIfNT NO. 5 L.U. 
Class iI, Division 1, nonextraction 
Froa Start to Finish 
--or 'treata'iiit. 
Interc&nine width - lower 
Intercanine width - upper 
OvE'.rbite (UltS) 
OVerjet (casts) 
Overbite (headplate) 
Overjet (headplate) 
Maxillary 1 to ~andibular 1 
Maxillary 1 to m line 
Mandibular 1 to NB line 
Mandibular anterior teeth: 
Broken contacte I Yea No 
NUBber of broken contacts.--O 
- t.~ .. 
-2.5 ". 
-2.0 _ 
-L.5 1111 
-L.2 _ 
-).8 .. 
IS.0 degrees 
-1,.0 degrees 
-3.0 degrees 
Amount of arch length lost due to crowding: 0 
~ince Finish 
of TreatIMnt 
- ::0.5_ 
1.5 .. 
1.5 .. 
I.O _ 
2.6 _ 
1.1 .. 
-1.0 degreea 
7.0 degrees 
-2.0 degree. 
Prematuritiee of maxillary and lIlandibular teeth ira functional excursions: 
Lateral: Right 12)/12) distal incline Balance: no 
Lett )/) distal incline Balance: 7/7 
Protrusivet 1/1 
I7J 
Axial changes in mandibular caninea 
ainee treatment: Longitudinal (tipping) 
'fralUly@rse (rotation) 
Left 
no 
no 
Difference between centriC reletion and centric occlusion: (Taken trOll 
HllD8U J>rticuli,.tor regist.ra.tlon) 
.eaeured at the incisQI"s: (Parallel to occlusal plane) 
Anteroposterior Right lateral Left lateral 
0.) .. 0.2 .. 0.0 .. 
Measured at the condyles: Olong condyl~r path) 
Right eonriy1e Left condyle 
0.2 _ o.lJ .. 
Arti~ulator setting: 
Angle ot the occlusal plane to condylar zero. 
Protrusive condylar settings. 
Lateral condylar post settings! 
Condylar path to occlusal plane aagle 
* R3 W88 rotated in original malocclusion. 
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Left 
460 
1So )40 
12° correction factor 
Right 
54° 
0° 
42° 
Pf.!rIFN'l' ;>fOe 6 p.e. 
Class II, Division 1. Subdivision 
r1rht nonextraction 
Froa S tart to Finish 
---Or 'freatUnt 
Intercunino width - lower 
lntercanine width - upper 
09'erbit.e (casta) 
Overjet. (caete) 
Overbite (headple.te) 
»axillary 1 to Mandibular 1 
»&xi118ry 1 to NA line 
~andibular 1 to N8 line 
Mandibular anterior teethl 
Broken contact.. tee No 
Nuab .. ot broken contactss 0 
1.5 am' 
1.5 ilia 
-Il.o .. 
-2.5 .. 
A.aunt. of arch length lost due to crowding. 0 
Since Finish 
or Treatmeitl 0.0 _ 
o.s .. 
l.e .. 
0.5 .. 
-
Pr_~tur1 t1es of' axillary and mandibular teeth in functional excursions s 
Lateralt Right )/) cusp tip Balance a no 
Lett 3/J cU.8p tip Balance: no 
Protrusive. 1 1 r 
Axial changes 1n mandibular caninea 
Since treatment: Long! tudinal (tipping) 
1'r31Ulver.e (rotation) 
Lett 
no 
no 
Right 
no 
no 
Oitferenee betweeD centric relation and centric ocolusiolU (Taken tr_ 
Keaau Articulator registration) 
.... urM at the ino18or8' (Parallel to occlul!al plane) 
Anteroposterior Right. lateral Left lateral 
0.1 .. 0.0 .. 0.8 .. 
Measured at the oond71ee. (Along condylar path) 
Right cond,.le Left condyle 0.0 _ 0.9 _ 
ftrtieulator setting. 
ADele or the occlusal plane to cond;yl«~r seroa 19° correction fHew 
ITotrusive co~lar settings. 
Lateral condylar post setting •• 
Condylar path to occlusal plane angle 
82 
Lett Right 
JOO LSo 
100 20° 
11° 260 
PfTlfNT 10. 1 e.l. 
tiasa U, fit.ls1oa 2, nOMxtl'aetioD 
Iot.orc.9o.1ne width - lower 
IntMC9.nine width ... up,," 
OV-e:rb1tA (casta) 
O' ... jet. (ca8\a) 
Orerblte (beadplat.e) 
o.erjet (beaclplate) 
Maxillary 1 to aaadibular 1 
14arlll&J7 1 to 8 Ii_ 
Ii£andlb\&lar 1 t.o M9 Ii .. 
Mandl'bula:t aaurlor t_ttu 
i<'!'aa !.i tar t \0 'in1ah 
-ot WeatU'ai '" 
- 1.(1. 
2.C _ 
-5.5 -
-2.0 _ 
-S.l_ 
-2.9 _ 
-11.0 degr ... 
6.0 ..... 
U.S d.,r ... 
Broken contacta I 1.. No 
Blaber of broken coatacul b 
S lnce Finiah 
of ;:;: .. iunl 
...... ltd .. 
-l.u _. 
0.0 _ 
1.5 -1., .. 
h.l_ 
1.5 -).0 08gr ... 
4.0 deere-
-6.0 de;r..a 
.A.own. of arch I __ th 101\ due to erowdiagl 1.)_ 
tT.aturi ti.. of IIQUl.arJ and MDdibular teeth in tunct.iooal exeuralolllu 
Later.l, lUgh\ l/) datal incli_ hI aDCe I flO 
tAtt )/) cup t.ip Balance. DO 
f1rot.ru81 ve. 
Axial olla"".. in lIhdibu1ar cam_ 
81nce traatlMnt.. LoD;ltudiDal (tipping' 1'1"."""'. (r.tat,ioa) 
Oitterenee bet ..... centric r.leti_ and centric occ1uelonl (Taken £'r_ 
Rauu Artlculatror r.,s.avat1.oa) 
_ .. aua-eel at the lact..... (P~all.l t.o oec1ual pla.l 
Anter.,.ter!... 11ght. lateral Lett lat.eral 0.7 _ 0.0 _ 0.) _ 
..... lIred at t.lle COAd7l"1 (llong eoad,l- path) 
111ght. COIlCIIletefi cond;yle 
0.7 _ 0.)_ 
Proil"llai •• eond71 ... ett-inpl 
Lat. ... l cODdJl::4f' poet •• t.tiDIJe. 
Cond,flar path \0 occlusal plane engle 
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PATIENT 140. 8 B.M. 
etu. 1, extr!l.ction 4 bicue;pide 
Changesf Frca Start to Finiah 
-Or 'freatUnt 
Intere&niM width - lower 
Intercanina width - upper 
OVerbit.e (cuta) 
Overjet (cute) 
Overbite (headplate) 
Overjet (neaaplat.) 
Waxillar,y 1 to ~andibular 1 
~axillar.r 1 to IA line 
Mandibular 1 to e line 
Mandibular anteriO!" teettu 
Broken contacts, Yee No 
Nuaber 01 broken contaots. 3 
2.~ .. 
-0.$ _ 
-3.0 JIll 
-2.0 .. 
-4.3 _ 
-1.3 -S.O :legr ... 
-4. ~ dClgre.a 
-2.$ degreu 
Since Finillh 
of Treatment 
- =2.~ JIIIl 1., .. 
).0 mil 
2.0 .. 
1.8 .. 
-0.2 .. 
-11.0 degreee 
6.0 degr ... 
6.0 degrees 
Amount of arch length l08t due to crowding: h.) .. 
Premat.uriti .. 01 uxillary and aandlbular teeth in tun.ot.ioual excursi()%W1 
Lateral. Right 3/) distal incline Balance. no 
Left 3/3 cuap tip Bal&nce: no 
Protrusive • 
.Axial chang .. in mandibular canines 
since treatment. LODgitudinal (tippi .. ) 
'1'.I"anevera8 (rotation) 
Difterenee hew __ eentri.c relation aDd ectlltrlc occluiont (raken frca 
Hanau Articulator registration) 
Ii •• urad at the ineillOl"s, (Parallel to occlusal plane) 
.AntCtl'opoeterior Rigbt lateral Left lateral. 
0.8 _ 0.) .. (J.O .. 
_ .. surad at the condyle. a (Hollg condylar path) 
Right condyle Lett condyle 
1.0 .. O.u _ 
Articulator .ettingt 
Angle ot the occlusal. plane to condylar zerol 170 cOlTeetion tactor 
Protrua1Ye condTlar .et.Ungs. 
Lawal condylar poet .ettings. 
Condylar path to occlusal pla.ne angle 
Lett Rigbt 
h)o 4)0 
ISo ISo 
260 26° 
* Cuspid. were exce861vel1 tipped distally 1n treatment. 
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PATl:KWl' NO. 9 R.C. 
Claal f t extraction 4 bicuspids 
Changes, 
Intercanine width - lower 
Intercanine width - upper 
OYerbi t. (casta) 
Overjet (eaata) 
Overbite (headplate) 
Ot'erjet (headplate) 
Maxillary 1 to ~aad1bular 1 
M:axillary 1 to n line 
liandibular 1 to NB line 
Mandibult.r qt.erior teetil. 
1''1''011 S tart to Finish 
--ct rreat.Uiit. 
- 1.0 .. 
-2.0 _ 
-0., _ 
-0.0 _ 
-).2 _ 
0.6 .. 
1.0 -iegred 
8.0 decr ... 
-,.0 degrees 
Broken coat.actel Ie. 10 
luber of broken contacts I 1 
Sinee Finish 
01 ¥rea tMiii 
-i.o .' 1.0 .. 
2.0 _ 
-0.0 .. 
2.3 .. 
-0.) .. 
10.0 degr ... 
-6.0 degre .. 
-S.O dep.:r ... 
Allount. of arcb lemg'U\ lost due to crowding. 0.8 .. 
Pr_aturities ot uxillary aDd lIandibular teeth in tunction.al eXCUl"S10DlII 
taterall R1gbt, )/) nap tip Buancel DO 
Lett 3/3 distal incline B&lan.cel no 
Protru i.,.e r 
Axial chang .. 1n _Ddlbular eaninu 
since trsaaeM., tOftgitudlnal (tlppiag) 
'i'raaner •• (ro\ation) 
Lett. 
no 
no 
Right 
no 
1'10 
Ditterenoe between centric relat10n aDd centric OCclu8ionl (Taken Ira. 
Raaau Articulator regiatration) 
.... ured at the incisorsl (Parallel to occlusal plane) 
1 Dterop_terlOl' Rlf,bt. lateral Lett lateral 
0.6 _ 0.0 _ 0.2 .. 
.... sured at. the condyles I (Along condylar PlIlth) 
Right condyle I.ett condyle 0.7 _ 0.2 _ 
Articulator •• tting • 
.lag1. of the occ1uaal plane to oondylar zero: 1)0 correction factor 
Protrusive condylar .ettings, 
Lat..ral condylar post. .ettings, 
Condylar path to occlusal plane angle 
as 
Lett Rigbt 
SOO 470 
ISo 00 
)70 )40 
p"'l"IF:n NO. 10 R.C •• 
Eru. tl, faviaion 1, extraction 
4 bicuepida 
Changea. 
Intercanine width - lower 
Intere&nine width - upper 
Overbite (caate) 
Over jet (caata) 
<>Yerbite (headplate) 
Overjet Ouaadplate) 
M.axUlary 1 to Mandibular 1 
Maxill&:r1 1 to HA line 
l4andibular 1 to 1m 11M 
Mandibular anterior teeth. 
From Start to Finiah 
01 fr.taeDt 
- t.l5_ 
-).0 .. 
-2.5 .. 
-1.0 _ 
-1.0 .. 
-0.8 _ 
S.O degree. 
-l.O degree. 
-2.0 degre .. 
Broken contacts. Yee No 
Naber ot brokea conliits I 2 
Since Finish 
of '!'rea tant 
- -t.o_ 
0.5 am 
2.0 .. 
0.0 .. 
0.5 .. 
0.5 .. 
-2.0 degree. S.O aegre .. 
-2.0 degreea 
Amount 01 arch length 108t due to crowding. 0.9 .. 
Preaat..uriti .. 01 _xl11ary and _ndibular teetdl in functional excuraloM' 
Lateral. Right III cup tip Balance. 7/7 
Lett 3/l distal lDC1ine Balance. no 
Protruaive1 ~ 
Axial ohall8" in aaad1bular canines 
aince treatment: L01'1l1tudinal (tipping) 
transverse (rotation) 
IU.ht 
no 
no 
Difference between centric relation and centric ocoluaionl (Taken f'r0ll 
Hanau lirtlculator registretion) 
Measured at the inci.oftu (Parallel to occlual plane) 
Ant.eroposterior Riliht lateral Lett lateral. 
0.8 .. 0.0 .. 0.6 .. 
Measured at the condyles t (Along condylar path) 
Right eond71e 0.9 _ 
Articulator aettiOCt 
Angle ot the oeclual plane to condylar serol lSo correction factor 
Protrusive condylar settingsc 
Lateral condylar post aettinp I 
Condylar path to oeclusal plane aftile 
Lett Right 
h20 h2° 
ISo ISo 
2110 240 
* Cuspid was .everely rotated to t.he a.8ial before t.reataent. 
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f)A'I'lEN'I' ~lO. 11 S.C. 
Etas. i, nonextraction 
Changes: 
Interesnine width - lower 
Intercanine width - upper 
Overbl u (casts) 
OYerj.t (casta) 
OVerbite (headplate) 
OVer Jet (headplete) 
Maxillary 1 to lilandibu1er 1 
Maxillary 1 to IA line 
~andibuler 1 to NB l1ne 
Mandibular anterior teeth. 
Fraa S1:.""l't to Finish 
-of tr .. tmiiit 
- £.5-
2.0 .. 
-1., _ 
-1.0 _ 
-2.4 .. 
-1.2 .. 
-11.0 degree. 
2.0 degree. 
6.0 de,rees 
Broken con\acta. Ye. No 
H_ber of broken coi'GOt.et 1 
Sinee Finish 
01 ffeatlleni 
- -1.5-
-1.0 _ 
1.0 .. 
o.s .. 
1.2 .. O.s .. 
6.0 degrees 
-2.0 degrees 
-3.0 degree. 
Aaov.at. of arch length 108t due to crowdlDi I l.ll_ 
Praatvi tie. of uxill&r7 and aamlbular teeth in functional excur.ione I 
Laterf.\lr Right 3/3 distal incline Balance, DO 
Lett )/) distal 1ncline Balance: DO 
Axial chang .. in mandibular canine. 
aince \reatsent. Loag1 tudinal (Upping) 
Transv .... (rotation) 
Right 
Lingual." 
no 
Ditterence between o.ntric relation and centric occlusions (Taken tr_ 
Rauu Articulator regiatration) 
M ... ur~ at tbe inci.on I (Parallel t.o ocelual plane) 
Ant .. oposterior Rlght. lateral Lett lat.eral 
0., _ 0.2 _ 0.0 .. 
Measured at the condyles. (Along conciylU" path) 
Ript. condyle 
0.7 .. 
Art.icul~t.or •• t.ting: 
Aagle of the oeolual plana to coady-lar ... 0. 200 correctlon tactor 
Prot.ru.l .... condylar a.tti •• 
Lateral condylar post. .ettiag8. 
Condylar path t.o oc.clusal plau a.ngle 
Lett Right. 
)00 12() 
)0 110 
10° 120 
* L) was distally rotated in orlginal malocclusiQn. 
** R) was in liagual vers10n in original s&locclusion. 
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rAUEN''l' l'40. 12 L.A. 
~I&8s i, extraction 4 bicuspids 
From S tart to finish 
of l're. Uleat .• 
I nt ere anine width - lower 
Intercanine width - upper 
OVerbite (casts) 
Oyer jet (caats) 
Overbite (headplate) 
O'f'erjet (headplate) 
Maxillary 1 to »and1bulsr 1 
laxl11 ary 1 to NA line 
Mandibular 1 to ltD line 
Mandibular 8Dterlor teeth, 
Broken contacts: tee No 
~h.beJ" of broken cOBiaN I 1 
j.o .. 
2.0 .. 
-).5 .. 
-8.0 .. 
-4.9 -
-6.6 _ 
11.0 degrees 
-lS.O degree. 
-0.$ degre •• 
Since Finilb 
01 treatment 
-1.~ .. 1.0 _ 
).0 .. 
2.0 .. ).h _ 
1.8 .. 
4.0 degr ... 
3.0 degree. 
-o.'degreea 
AmoWlt of arch length 108t due t.o crowding. 0.4_ 
Preaaturitl.s of a.aXl11ar;r and mandibular teeth in functional excursiODSI 
Lateral. Right "JI) cuep tip Balance. no 
Lett )/) cusp tip Balance, 110 
Protrusive, 
Axial. chang.. in aandiblllar canin •• 
since treat.ltent. Longi tudin.al (tipping) 
Transverse (rotation) 
Lett 
no 
no 
Right 
no 
no 
Dilf ... noe betw •• n centric relation and centriC occlUSion. (Take. tr_ 
Ranau Articulator registration) 
aeasured at the incisors, (Parallel to occlusal plane) 
Anteropoaterior Right lateral Lett lateral 
0 .. 6 _ 0.0 _ 0.0 _ 
Measured at the condyl... (Along condllar path) 
Right condyl. Lett cordyl. 
e.L lDIIl 0.3 _ 
Articulator setting. , 
Angle of the ocelul'Jal plane to condylar .erol ISO correction factor 
Protrusive condylar .ettinge. 
Lateral cond1larpost .ettinge: 
Condylar path to occlusal plane angle 
tAft Right 
520 soo 
190 100 
)1° 35° 
Pt.TIEHT NO. 13 A.R. 
eiass tf, Division 1, extraction 
L b1cuspida 
Chang ••• 
Intercsnine width - lower 
lntercanine width - upper 
Overbite (casu) 
Overjet. (cuts) 
Oterbi t.e (beadplate) 
09'er jet (headpla te) 
Maxillary 1 to .andibular 1 
14axUlarJ' 1 t.o m 11ne 
liandibular 1 to NB 11M 
Mandibular anterior teeth. 
From Start to Fi.D18h 
-Or ht .. tiint t.o .. 
0.0 .. 
-0.0 _ 
-1.$ .. 
-0.7 .. 
-0.1 _ 
25.0 degre .. 
-9.5 degr ... 
-9.; degre.e 
Broken contacts. ree No 
I_ber of broken contacts r-O 
A.ouat of arch length loat ~u. to crowding I 0 
f,inee {<olDish 
01 Treatment 
-1.0 .. 
0.0 .. 0.$ _ 
0.5 .. 
1.0 _ 
0.1_ 
-3.; degrees 
S.O degreu 
S.O degre .. 
Prematurities of max111arJ and •• nd1bular teeth in functional excuralon8a 
Lateral. Rigbt 1/1 Balance, 1'10 
tett 12/12 Balance. 61/67 
Axial chang.. in .and1bular cardnee 
81nce treatlleatl Loncltudinal (tipping) 
'fra.verae (rout10n) 
Lett 
DO 
no 
Right 
no 
DO 
Difference bet.een centric re1atiOA and centric ooclua10nl (1'aken trca 
Hanau Articulator regietration) 
_easured at the ine-isora. (Parallel to Goclu.al plane) 
Anteropoeter1or Right lateral Lett lateral 
0.5 .. 0.0 .. 0.2 .. 
.tenured at the coad"l... (Along condylar path) 
Right cond.yle Lett condyl. 
e.4 _ 0.0_ 
Articulator •• tting. 
Angle or the occlusal plane to eond1'1ar zerOI 16° correction factor 
Protlu8i .... e condylar .etti .. a 
L"teral condTlar poet aettings. 
Cond,.lar path to occlusal plane aDFle 
Lett Right 
)10 Uo 
200 So 
lSO 26° 
PATIENIf' NO. 14 R.T. 
Cities It, t5lvision 1, extraction 
I" blcusplds 
Chang_. Fl"aa Start to Fln:leb 
--oJ '1'i'iifilaiftt. 
lntercanine width - lower 
lnterc.nine width - upper 
()fez-hi te (~te) 
Over jet (casta) 
OYerblte (headplate) 
OVerjet (headplate) 
Maxillary 1 to Mandibular 1 
.axillary 1 to NA line 
Mandibular 1 to 18 line 
Mandlbular anterior teeth. 
Broken contacts a Yea No 
Nuber of broken contacta a 1 
1.:5 _ 
2.0 _ 
-6.0 .. 
-7.0 _ 
-3.0 JIll 
-0.7 .. 
6.0 degl'e .. 
-11.0 degreea 8., degrees 
Since 'in1.h 
011'reawent 
- :o.~ .. 
1.5 .. 
OS .. 
0.0 _ 
1.8 .. 
0.7 .. 
11.0 degr ... 
-h.e degr ... 
-2.0 degre_ 
A.ount of arch length loat due to crowdinc. 0.) .. 
Preaatv1ties ot uxillary and lBand1bular teeth in tunctlonal excursiOM. 
Lateral. 1U.~t 2)/2) distal lncline Balance. no 
Left )/) dlatal incUne BalGl'lce. 7/1 
Axlal chang.. in _ndlbular canines 
sinee we.tIlet. Longi tudiul (tlppiftJ) 
T1'aJ:UrVer.. (rota tlon) 
Lett 
ftO 
DO 
Right 
no 
no 
Ditterenoe betweea centric relation and centric occlusions (Taken fraa 
Hanau Articulator regi8V.1J,tion) 
•• sured at the ino1801'8 I (Parallel to occlusal pla.) 
Anteroposterior Riflbt lateral Lett lateral 
0.7 at 0.9 _ 0.0 .. 
Nellsured at the coody"181u (,tlona condylu path) 
Right. 0011471. Lett condyle 
0.0 _ 1.1 .. 
Articulator setting. 
Angle of the occlusal plane to condylar aerol ISO correction faotor 
Protrusive condylar .ettings. 
Lateral oonQylar post .etting •• 
Condylar path to Qcelu.al plane angle 
Lett Right 
h6° 430 
00 00 
280 2So 
PATIENT NO. l~ B.S. 
Cla8e If. blvlIlon 2, nOD8straetiOD 
Change •• 
lntercanine width - lower 
Intercanine width - upper 
()Yez-bi te (cae t8) 
OYerjet (eaets) 
o.erbi te (headplate) 
OYerj.t (headplate) 
Maxillary 1 to Mandibular 1 
Maxillary 1 to SA line 
Kandibular 1 to KB line 
Mandibular anterior teeth. 
From S tart to Finish 
--Or fi'eatilin£ 
- L.o_ 
2.5 .. 
-b.5 .. 
-c.s _ 
-S.,L .. 
-2.7 .. 
-14.0 d.grees 
12.0 degreee 
11.S dear ... 
Broken contacts: Yo No 
NUIlber ot broken eo~cta I 1 
Since Finish 
ot freataeal 
-1.~ -
0.0 .. 
1.5 -1.0 .. 
2.8.-
0.8 .. 
7.0 degrees 
9.0 degre .. 
-3.0 degree. 
Amount ot voh length loet due to crowding. 1.1_ 
Preaaturitiee of mailll.,. and undibular teeth in. functional .XcursioNn 
tateral. Right 3/3 cusp tip Balanc.: no 
Len 3/3 cusp tip Balance. 7/7 
ProtrU8i"e. 
Axial chang.. in mandibular canines 
aine. treatment. Longitudinal (tipping) 
Trans..... (rotation) 
Right 
lingual* 
diata1* 
Differenee bet-ween centric relat.ion and centric occlusion. (Taken tr_ 
Manan Articulator regtltration) 
)Ieasured at the incisor., (Parallel to occlusal plane) 
Anteropoeter1.or Right lateral Lett lateral 
o.b .. 0.0 _ 0.2 _ 
Measured at the condyles. (Along condylar path) 
Right condyle Lett condlle 
0.7.. 0.) .. 
Articulator setting. 
Angle of the occlusal plttne to condyla:r nrOt 130 correction factor 
Lett Right 
Protr'usi.e coDd7lar setting •• 
Lateral condylar POIIt settings. 
Condylar path to occluaal plane angle 
* CMinee •• re in thb version. in malocclUSion. 
91 
,320 200 
260 200 
190 7° 
PAtIFWr NO. 16 P.w. 
ciaa. II, Division 1, extrac~ioa 
4 bicuspids 
Changes. 
Intercard.ne width - lower 
lntercanine width - upper 
CNerbl te (cuts) 
Overjet (casta) 
Overbite (headplate) 
OVerjet (b_dp1ate) 
Max11lar,r 1 to .andibular 1 
• ax1lla17 1 to NA 11ne 
Mandibular 1 to HB line 
Mandibular anterior teeth. 
!:raa 5 tart to Finish 
--O?~t" 
- 2.6'-
1.S .. 
-3.S -
-10.0 _ 
-3.1_ 
-0.1 .. 
23.0 degr ... 
-12.0 depM • 
-6.0 degrees 
Broken cont.acta. t.. flo 
liflaber of broken COIliaata t 1 
Since Finish 
of freatiUJil'E 
-1.0 _ 
0.0 _ 
1.5 -1.0 .. 1.0 _ 
0.5 .. 
-3.0 degrees 
S.O degr ... 
L.O 1egreee 
Amount ot arch length lost due to crowdingt 0.6_ 
Prema~uritl .. ot .axillary and mandibular ~eetb in functional excurslonst 
Lateral. fl.1,ght 272 8dance. no 
Len 2/2 Balance I DO 
Protrusive. 
Axial changU in aaad1bular cam.nea 
eince trC9&taent. Longitudinal (tippiag) 
'framr" .... (rota.tion) 
Right 
DO 
DO 
Ditterence between centric relation and centric oceluaionl (Taken trOll 
Hanau Articulat.or r.18tr~tlon) 
Measured at the incisonu (Parallel to ocelaal plane) 
Anteroposterior Ri¢'lt lateral Left lateral 
0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 
Meaaured at the condylel. (Along condylar path) 
Right condyle tett condyle 
0.0 _ 0.0 IIIIl 
Articulator .ettlDgI 
Angle of the CMltcluaal plane to condylr.r s.rol 9° correction factor 
Protruaive condylar s.ttlaga. 
Lateral cOMyl8l" post •• ttlng111 
Condylar pr.tb to occlusal plane angle 
92 
Lett Right 
3)0 lao 
200 10° 
24° 33° 
PA.1'H;NT NO. 17 '1'.'8. 
eIas. It, Dtvitdon 1, nonextraction 
Chang ... Froa Start to Fird.h 
-01 Tretd .. ent 
IntGrcaniDe width - lower 
Intercanine width - upper 
Ot'ebi te (cas ta) 
Overjet (casta) 
Overbite (headplate) 
Overjet (headplate) 
Maxillary 1 to Maudibular 1 
Maxillary 1 to NA line 
Mandibular 1 to NB line 
»andibular anterior teeth, 
BJ'oken oontact.a I Y.. 'No 
Number ot broken eontact •• --O 
~.5 .. 
It.O III 
-3.0 _ 
-2.S .. 
-).1_ 
-0.6 .. 
9.0 decre .. 
-9.0 degree. 
...0., degre •• 
s inc. Fin1eh 
or treatment 
- -1.0 .. 
-0., .. 
1.0 .. 
0.5 .. 
1.4 .. 
).2 .. 
-2.0 degreea 
,.0 degreu 
-0.5 degree. 
Amount at tU"ch length lost due to crowding. 0 
Pr_aturi tie. ot uxillary and JUDtilbul8J' teeth in functional eXCUl"8ioM' 
wteral. Right 3/) cup tip Ds.lanee. DO 
Lett )/) cuap tip Balance. no 
Protrusive. 
Axial obeagu in mandibular caRinae 
8inee treataent, Longitudinal (tipping) 
'transvers. (rotat.ion) 
teft 
lIe.ial 
no 
Right 
no 
no 
Ditference between centric relation and centric oceluaiona (Taken fraa 
Haaau Articulator registration) 
»euured at the incisor., (Pvallel to occlusal plane) 
Anteropoet.lor lipt lateral Lett lateral 
1.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 
Meaaured et the condyl.s. (Along condylar path) 
Right eondyle Lett eoadyl. 
0.7 .. 0.7 .. 
Artieula~or .etting. 
Angle of the ocelusal plane to condylar .ero, ISO correction factor 
Protruaive condylar •• ttings. 
Lateral condylfl!' poet setting •• 
Condylar path to occlusal plane angle 
93 
tett Right 
,,0 S90 
160 60 
410 hlo 
PA'l'IENT NO. It I.C. 
elass ft, nivisioD 2, nonextraction 
Chang ... From S tart to Finish 
-or '!'rea taent .• 
Intercanine width - lower 
Intercanine width - upper 
()Yerbi t. (cast.) 
Over J st (cas ta) 
OVerbite (beadplate) 
Overjet (head:plate) 
~axillar.J 1 to Kandibular 1 
l4axillary 1 to NJ\ Une 
Mandibular 1 to NB line 
.aDdibul~r anterior teeth' 
Broken contacts: Yea No 
Iu.ber of broken cont~cta.--O 
j.l5 l1li 
1.0 .. 
-8.0 _ 
-(;., ma 
-8.6 l1li 
-6.1 a 
-UO.c degree. 
2).$ degree. 
15.0 degr ... 
Amount ot arch length loat due to crowding. 0 
Since Fini.b 
of i'reatment 
- 0.0 s· 
-1.0 _ 
v.c .. 
1.e .. 
-0.9 _ 
-0.0 _ 
-7.0 degrees 
2-S degree. 
4.0 degrees 
PI-_aturi tie. of uxillary aDd mandibular teeth in tunctional excureiona: 
Lateral: Right 31/)1 distal incline Balance: no 
I.eft 3/3 distal incline Balance I no 
Axial chang .. in mandibular canln .. 
81nc. treataentl LoDs:l tudlnal (tipping) 
Tra.naverae (rotation) 
Lett 
no 
no 
Right 
no 
no 
Difference bet.een centric relation and centric occlusionl (Taken traa 
H~nau Articulator registration) 
MAaured at the incieonu (Parallel to occlusal plane) 
Anteroposterior Right lateral tett IBteral 
0.7 _ 0.0 _ 0.0 .. 
Measured at the condyl .. , (Along condylar path) 
Right condyle Lett condyle 0.5 _ o.s _ 
Articulator settingl 
Angle of the occlusal plane to condylar zero; ISO correction factor 
ProtrusiYe cond,.lar setting. I 
Lateral condylar post •• ttiftlGJ 
Condylar path to occlusal plane angle 
94 
Lett Ri"ht 
)20 )20 
17° ISo 
14° Iho 
PAn.M4T NO. 19 R.D. 
e!U8 I. e.xtrsctioD 
Changes I 
Intvcaniu width - lower 
Intercanine width - upper 
Oyerbite (caata) 
Oyer Jet (cuts) 
Ov"erbite (headplate) 
Ot'erjet (headplate) 
Maxillary 1 to »and1bult~ 1 
Maxillary 1 to HA line 
14andibulu 1 to Ne line 
Mandibular anterior teeth. 
Fr08l t~ tart to Finieh 
"'Or 'i're .... taini • 
- 0.5_ 
).0 _ 
-2.0 _ 
-2.5 _ 
-8.0 _ 
0.11 ,. 
10.0 degrees 
-1.0 degrees 
-6.0 degrees 
Broken contacts: !.. lio 
luaber of broken contactl,--O 
"ount of areh length lost due to crowding. 0 
~·lnce Finish 
of 'fir.a&eni. 
-1.0 .. 
-2 • .5 .. 0.0 _ 
1.0 .. 
-0.1 _ 
-0.1_ 
-1.0 degre .. 
2.5 degr ... 
1.0 degrees 
Pr_tviti.8 of aaxillaq and aandibular teeth in ttlllcUona.l excvsionas: 
tateral. Right 31) dbtal incline Balance: 1/1 
Lett 3/) distal incline Balance. 1/1 
Protrusivet 
Arial changes in aandibular canines 
since treatlaent. LoagitudiMl (tipping) 
'lTanever •• (rotation) 
Lett 
DO 
no 
Rirbt 
ftC) 
no 
Difterenee betw.en eentr'ic relation and centn.c occlusioa. (tl'8ken trOll 
Hanau ArticulAtor registration) 
It •• wed at the inet.ore. (Parallel to occlusal plane) 
Anteropoaterior Right lateral Left lateral 
o.s .. 0.2 .. 0.0 .. 
Measured at the condtleaa Ol~ condylar path) 
Right condyle Lett con~le 
0.0 _ C.L_ 
Articulator eettings 
Angle of the oeeluaal plane to eond7'lar SWOt 110 correction factor 
Protl"u8t .... condylar aettinge I 
Lateral condylar poet BettiDg8' 
Condylar path to oeeluaalplane angle 
Lett Right 
9)0 $00 
00 )0 
3)0 ))0 
PA 't'I MiT 110. 2' A .E • 
Class t. extraction 
Chang ••• 
Tnt-eresnine width - lower 
Intercanine .1dth - upper 
Ov'erbi te (cae til) 
OVerjet (eaata) 
OVerbito (n_oplate) 
OVerjet (headplate) 
~a~1l1ary 1 to ~and1bular 1 
lia.xlllary 1 to W: l1ne 
t.iandlbular 1 to NB liDe 
Mandibular anterior teeth: 
Prom S tart to Finish 
--or '&eatmiiit 
:e.g .. 
L.5 .. 
-0.5 .. 
-1.5 _ 
-1.) .. 
-0.1_ 
15.0 degreee 
-10.0 degrees 
-2.0 degree. 
Broken contacta: Y.. No 
NUIrlber of broken contacta I a 
Since Fini.h 
of treatilent 
:o.~ .. 
-1.5 ... 
0.0 l1li 
0.5 .. 
0.6 IIIIl 0., .. 
- 3.0 degree. 
4.0 d.greee 
-1., degrees 
A.ount of arch length 108t due to crowding: 0 
Preaaturit1ea of ux1llary and undibular teeth in functional excUT6ions: 
Lateral: R1fht 2/2 Balance: 7/7 
Lett 3/3 distal incline Balance I no 
Protru6i vez 1/1 
I7t 
Ax1al chat." in aandibuler e&n1n .. 
ainee treatment: Longitudinal (tipping) 
'transver.e (rotation) 
Lett 
no 
no 
Right 
no 
no 
Difterence between centric relation and centric occlUSion: (raken troa 
RalUlu Articulator regietl"ation) 
ii.allured at the incU01"e I (Parallel to occluaal plane) 
Anteropoeter1ar Right lateral Lett lateral 
0.0 .. 0.0 .. 0.0 .. 
Measured. at the condyles: (llong condylar path) 
Right condyle Lett coDd7le 
0.0 .. 0.0 _ 
Articulator eetting. 
Angle ot the ocelunl plane to condylar 
Protrusive condylar .etting82 
Lateral condylar poat 8ettings. 
Condylar path to occlusal plane angle 
96 
zero. 160 correction tact.or 
Lett Rleht 
,3)0 h20 
200 2SO 
170 260 
APPEIfDn II 
INTEROCCLUSAL CONTACT DATA SHEETS 
97 
QLOS~ARY OF tFmlS 
..;",;,,;.-----_._-
CF.NTRIC RhUTION AND ChN'!RIC OCCUJSION 'f'EruiINOLOGY 
----........ - - ------- -----
Tooth descriptions 
ill - right central iaci.OJ" 
R2 - right lat.eral lncisOJ" 
il3 - riyht caniM 
R4 - right first bicuspid 
ns - right second bicuspid 
a6 - r1eht first molar 
R7 - rl~t ~econd mol<iil" 
a6 - r1 vht third molar 
Occlusal cont~ct descriptiont 
tl - lett central incisor 
12 - left central lnc1eor 
1.3 - left canine 
Lh - left first bicuspid 
LS - lett second bicuspid 
L6 - lett first molar 
1,7 ... lett second lAol!llr 
1.8 - left third .alar 
In noting the loeatloDB of occlusal contact the tollowing f~ 
wae aet UP' 
1. Surface ot the tooth contacted. 
2. Dash. 
J. Cusp on 'Wbich surtace 18 located wbicb was contacted. 
EXAlfPLE I hccal incline of .. a101iagual cu.p ot upper right 
.econd bicuspid. 
surface 
D 
dash 
-
cuap 
lit 
Surta~. description, (located before the dash) 
B - buccal or labial 
L - lingo&! 
M - lIles1al 
D - distal 
C - cusp tip 
, - tossa 
Cusp description. (located after the dash) 
VB - .esiobuccal cusp 
'DB - distobuccal cuep 
ML - .e8101i~1 cusp 
tit - dbtolingv.al cup 
L - lingual eup 
B - buccal cusp 
D - distal eusl' 
Miscellaneous terma. 
Cuspids I B-center is buccal at the center of the tooth. 
Incisor8' 
Other81 
B-distal is buccal at the di8tal of the tooth. 
L-center 1s lingual at the eenter of the tooth. 
t-aeaial is lingual at the .esial ot the tooth. 
L 18 lingual 
BI i8 buccal (labial) inei8al 
MMR i8 .e.ial marginal ridge 
DMR i8 distal mar vinal ridge 
Solid black markings on the te.th ~e contactu in centric relation. 
Black outline markings on tbe teeth are contacts in centric occlusion. 
Thee. markings were located by placing a wax bite on the occlusal ot 
the model and drawing on the teeth through the perforations in the wax 
_de by the occlusal contnet. 
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Centric Relat ion 
Fig . 4, S 
Upper Lower 
1 wm ~L R1 C-iMa Mfj-@F 
L1 WIt 1.1 C B 
R6 c-ML C-DL R6 i - lJ re.m 
16 G L€i F- n NMR 
liS c.-L R5 ... 
LS (;":1. LS ... 
R4 I R4 X 
L4 I tu X 
RJ - It) ... 
t ) ... L)-
Miser none 
Centr1.e O.cclud.on 
Fig . 6, 1 
Upper tower 
R7 l4tR Ot It? C ' B F- D B-ilL 
'47 lOR L 1 c-.lB 
n6 c-JtfL C-Dt R6 'C- DB DR 
P- C L-D F-D 
L6 C~ L6 F-D ~ 
,5 C-t itS -
LS r-1. t5 -
1i4 X R4 X 
1,4 X IJ, X 
R) ~ It) )),,0 
L) .IJ(R L3 B-C 
Centr i c Relation 
Fig . 8, 9 
Upper Lower 
R7 B L R7 
L1 1,7 L-MB 
R6 L C- DL a6 c-a 
1.-B 
1.6 C-SL L6 B-DL 
RS MB-L RS 1-a 
L5 - LS -
,14 - a4 ... 
tL 14B-L L4 L-B 
83 - R) -
L3 ... L3 ... 
18CI none 
Centric Occlueion 
1 • 10, 11 
Upper Lower 
it? L 
t 7 B t 
R6 L t - DB 
t6 L-DB U-IlL 
' - 1)L 
RS -
L.S -
auwm 
LL 1.-13 B-1, 
R.3 Center 
L3 L- Center 
1sCI none 
R7 L-DB L 'B 
1 L-ttB 
.R6 C- D C-DB 
C...uB 
L6 - c lit 
~D 
RS ... 
LS -
il4 L-B 
th 1.-13 B-B 
R) 11 ... !stal 
LJ Distal 
Centric Relation Centric Occlue1on 
Fig . 12, 1) . 1 . 14, 1', 
Upper Lower Upper LOIrer 
R7 t Tt7 L-IB R7 &1 c-l&B L-VB 
1.7 L t 1 JJ7 F C. L L 7 F- 'C L-4lB 
R6 B-DL &6 I:- D &6 c-DL t-e &6 B-MB , R 
t-DB n-.tL S-UB t-DB 
L6 - 16 - 1.6 - 16 -
RS - RS - ,R$ . n, -t, - L5 - L5 L-B t5 B-B 
Ru 84 y R4 'x IlL 
L4x L4 Lh X 1.4x 
RJ - ft. ) - Ii) !.-Center li3 B-Center 
L3 - L) - L) L-Center L3 B-Center 
Cen~rlc elation 
Pi g . 16, 11 
Upper t ower 
R7 '1. R7 Lo-DB 
L1 
· L 1.7 L- D13 
R6 -DL R6 D 
L6- L6-
a, - . 5 -
L5 .. L, -
R4 R4 x 
Lh x t.4 
R) ... &3 -
L) - 1.3 -
Centric Occlusion 
Fi • 18, 19 
Upper Lower 
B1 L 
L7 L- B 
a6 I.-DB Ie 
c L - 01. 
L6 L ~DL 
~B 
1\" 1.-B MW 
L5 t-B 
tiL . 
1.4. x 
Rj C&nter 
L; L-Center 
R7 L-n L-
L7 C- DB 
a6 WR F- C 
C~Dat.tB 
16 .8 a-:DB 
1" ... C 
RS l3-B C-B 
L5 B-B 
ltL 
Ll~ X 
R3 8-D1, tal 
L3 13- istal 
R7 c t R7 I. B t-DB R1 Nt R7 WB L-DB kL 
L7 - L7 - L7 &-ML L7 B t 
R6 -DL Coo:Mt R6 DU.R 86 ' . D¥R F-
[LC-DL 
t6 - DL 1,6 I.lJm t6 -DL L6 lmt 
as - RS .. RS L RS -
tS- L5 ... tS l3-L L5 t-B 
Rh B-L R4 nt-B Ru B-L R4 DL-B 
L4 n.L LL Dt-B L4 B-L. L4 L-B 
R) - R) ... R) (lsi&l R). ~Oi8tal incline 
L3 - 1.) • . L3 L ceinl t3 B-Center 
Centrio Rel ation 
li'i • 24, 25 
Upp r Lower 
R7 -
L7 
R6 ' 
L 
L6 L-DS 
RS -
LS -
114 L-'8 
1.4 B-L 
RJ L-Center 
L) -
lec: none 
1 -
t 7 ca 
R6 C- D.B 
t6 C- DB 
as -
I., -
ilJ ' - It 
th nJ~-.B 
R3 B-Center 
Centric Occlusion 
ig. 26 , 21 
Upper o er 
R7 . L 7 L B 
L7 ' ' L L7 L B 
R6 wm R6 C B 
L6 t(2) 1..6 DL-DB 
R, llB- L RS 8-8 L-B 
I,5 - LS -
R4 VB-L 114 B- B t-B 
L4 0-1. LL C-S 
IiJ UIR L-Center R) B-D 
1.3 - L) -
18CI R2 Bl (2) 
B 
Centric RelatioQ 
Fig . 28, 29 
Upper tower 
a7 8-4iL R7 l.-IIB 
t7 B-liL L,1 lJ04B 
R6 - 1JL &6 lWR 
L6 F L6 t-KB 
tiS 0 ... 1J1 ItS L ... B 
L$ 
-
1.5 
-
ttlt KB-L &4 01: ..... 2· 
LL "'&-L LJ~ Dt-B 
R) 
-
fit) 
-
L3 
-
L) 
-
lAuel none 
Centric OcclusioQ 
Fig . 30, 31 
Upper . Lower 
R1 a..¥I. 
L7 B1it 
R7 C-IB 
17 c-ilB 
R6 F-I C . -1 G-DL R6 It L-DB C. B 
1.6 c-MLC- DL F 16 8- D1 B-lIL C~B 
R~ 0-1, DR RS C-8 MMR IllR 
L5 C-L L-B LSB-B B-L 
R4 Boat RIt D~B 
L4 L-B t4C-B 
ft.) R3 B-Center 
I,) 1,.3 e-Ce·nter 
Mi60: 12 BJ (2 ) 
R2 BI 
Centric Relation 
Fig . 32, 33 
Upper lAWer 
R7 
L7 
L 
L 
R6 B ... t 
16 B1tL 
RS ~L 
L5 B-L 
114 X 
LL 
It) -
13-
iSCI none 
R7 lAB 
L7 1.-»8 
R6 L-UB 
L6 L-DB 
RS t-B, 
1,51.-B 
Ru X 
L4 I 
113 -
L3 ... 
Centric Occlusion 
Fig . 34, JS 
Upper Lower 
R7 tam 
L7 B-l4L 
16 B L 
RS C~L 
L5 WB-L 
au x 
U! 
R) 
L3 -
lUsc. 
R7 C 
L7 ld&R t B 
1.6 L-D.9 
itS DIm 
L5 -
R4 x 
L4 x 
tt) B-Dietal 
L) -
R2 81 (2) 
Cntric Relation 
Fig . )6, 37 
Upper LOlIer 
k7 ' L R7 L- B 
L7 ~L DR· L7 L-DB C 
R6 - '&6 -
1.6 - DB ~ L6 B C-
as 1-13 RS 1-B 
L5 B-L LS C-B 
R4 X RL 
1.4 'l tL 
R.3 - R3 -
1.3 - L3 -
bel none 
B 
Centric Occlusion 
11.g . 38. 39 
Upper to er 
R7 UR L R7 L- t C B 
L7 B-.IlL C L 17 t - B C B -C 
R6 R L-DB 
L6 JOOi B 
L-nB L 
RS 
LS DR C- L 
84 :x 
LL .1 
3 
n6 · 8 a-:lm 
16 C-D O- OB B 
RS c-e 
RlA X 
Lu 1 
R3 enter 
13 ,waR 1.3 B-ent r 
iee: R2 R DUR R2 B1 
12 R R 12 91 
Centr ic Relation Centric OcclusiQn 
Fig . lto, «1 Fig . L2 , 43 
Upper tower Upper "ower 
R1 .. B a-DB R1 F-D C- D'L R1 DB C B 
R 
L7 B-i L (2 ) t 7 L- D9 L-Lm. L7 . ' t L 13 t 7 C- DB C 13 
R6 L- 'OB -nL R6 a- D:a B- DL R6 c- B 
L6 B- L ... OL L6 1.- B L-D L6 '!!- F- L6 C- D C- D 
5 - R5 - R5 L I~L L- B RS B- e-L 
L5 - ItS - L5 t L-B L5 C-B B- B 
Ru ' RL '1 R4 x ali x 
L4 :x 1..4 t to Lh 
TiJ - R) - RJ - R) -
. ) - I.) - L3 - 13 -
1SCi none iee. none 
Centric Relst10n 
Fig _ 44, 45 
Upper Low., 
R7 R7 L-DB 
t 7 - L7 -
R6 - R6 -
1.6 - 1.6 -
L 
L5 B-L 
a4 UB-L 
Lh llB-t 
R3 -
L) -
lilisCI none 
R5 D-n 
L5 L-B 
n4 Dl,- B 
Ll. I.-a 
R3 -
t) -
Upper 
R7 C L 
L7 C · t 
R6 L-UB 
t.6 
RS B-L 
L5B 
Ru ' 1m 
tL 
lU 
L3 .R 
Ki sC I none 
ic Occlusion 
Fig _ 46, 47 
Lower 
'8.7 C-DB 
L7 C- B 
a6 C-OB 
L6C B 
RS L- B 
L5 C-B 
R4 L- B 
Lh C- B 
fl. ) C- D1st al 
1.3 C- 'Up 
&2 BDl 
Centric ~ 1 tion 
ig . h8 , L9 
U~per Lower 
8.7 -
L1 
a6 -
to ~ L 
RS -
tS MD-L 
114 . 
1.4 
R3 ... 
L3 -
iSCt none 
R7 -
L1 t B 
R6 -
L6 D- B 
RS -
L5 DL-B 
Ru X 
L4 X 
&3 -
Lj -
Centric clus i on. 
Fig. 50, 51 
Upper t o er 
1.1 B-6fL B-ML 
a6 -
F-C 
RS -
L5 B-L 
RL. X 
1.4x 
1t3 1.-(: nter 
L3 L- Center 
isct none 
1t7 a 
L7 L-DB 
R6 -
L6 C-DB 
RS -
L5 G-a 
R4 x 
L4X 
L) B-Distal 
n 
Centrio Rels.tlon 
Y.'i g . 52, 5.3 
Upper t OWOF 
R7 L-D.8 It7 L-DB 
L7 C L 1.7 B-ML 
B6 L-ML R6 ~ 
t6wm L6 C-MB 
as C-L a, D 
t.S B-L L, LftlR 
Ru 1 Rh I 
L4 1 L4 t 
It) - ttl -
L) - 1) -
Wiscs none 
Ce.otric 'Occlus.1on 
F18. 54, , ,5 
Upper tower 
R7 t'''' U- DB 
1.7 v.;rrsc . t 
a6 JaldR ~l. 
is o-t 'UI4R 
L5 C-L L- S 
Rh I 
L4 X 
Ii) -
I.) ,waR 
li i8C I R2 fIlMR 
J~ 7 L...}{R e-DB ~L 
R6 C~B 1-0 
a, G-B· DMR 
15 C-B M 
n4 x 
L4 x 
113 -
L)B-Center 
R2 81 
C ntr ie 11 1 tion 
Fi .., . 56, 51 
Upper .t ower 
1 L 
L7 F- C 
6 -
t o, F- C 
R5 -
L5 -
4 X 
Lu 
R) -
L ) ... 
1eel none 
. 7 L B t - DB 
L7 B-DB 
a6 -
L6 C-UB 
RS -
L5 -
Rh 
LL. 
R3 -
L ) -
entrie Occl on 
1 • 58, 59 
Upper :t,ower 
R7 L 
L7 L B 
R6 - 0 
L6 - DL F- C 
as -
5 B- L 
Rll X 
141 
R3 -
L3 -
isOI none 
R7 
L7 C- DB 
R6a 
16 - DB am 
itS -
L50- · 
Rh x 
Lh x 
to -
L ) ... 
Centric Rela,tlon Centric Occlusi on 1,. 00 , 61 Jo'ig . 62 , 6:3 
Upper LOwer pper t ower 
R7 - R1 .. tt1 - R1 -
L7 - L1 - L7 - L1 -
R6 B L &6 L,- B n6 R R6 1- B C B 
L6 - L6 - L6 - 'L6 -
RS B-L as L- R, B-L RS L-B 
L5 - LS - lA, B-L LS C-B 
R4 MB-L ilL DL- B RL ~B-L R4 L- :8 
L4 B-L 41-1\ LL B-L tL C- B 
RJ - R.3 - It) R) ,- Center 
L) - L) - L3 mm L) B-Center 
lUse: none . ieel Rl B1 
R291 
1.1 BI 
entrie Rel at i on 
Fi g. 6L., '6$ 
Upper Lower 
R7 'L 27 F-C 
t 7 F-D 1.7 C- D8 
R6 c L R6 1- C 
L6 c L6 F- C WR 
D B 
R5 o-L Ti5 G-B 
LS o-L t5 tl4R C-D 
Rh. ttL. 
LL x L41 
1t) R il3 B-Center 
L3 L) B-Center 
R2 &2 B-1 (2) 
R1 DWR Rl B1 (2 ) 
U MilR L1 81 
- 8 
Centr i c Occlusion 
Fig. 66, 67 
Upper Lower 
R7 ~ l. R7 F- O 
L1 F-D L7 c- B 
R6 C-i.fL R6 1- C WAR 
1.6 ( ' L L6 F- C 
C B 
a, C-L wm RS !lm C- B 
L5 C-L l.Offi. L5 DAIR C-B 
RL x R4 x 
1.4 :x Lh x 
It) , R R3 B-Center 
1.3 R L3 B-Center 
&2 WI.R R2 81 
III iGR mm R1 BI 
Ll 1,1 81 
'entr i c el a,tlon 
Fi g . 68 , 69 
Upper t ower 
R7 - tt7 -
7 - 1 ...7 ... 
R6 . L 6 B 
1.6 B..i ' 16 c- B 
RS B-f. RS 1)L ... a 
LS - LS -
R4 B-L Ru 1-B 
L4 lAB-L t4 DL-B 
R) - 8 ) ... 
L) - L) ... 
lec r none 
Centric Occlusion 
1' 1g . 10, 11 
Upper Lower 
1 -
11 -
n6 L 1-11 
-§Il{R 
RS B-L 
t S ... 
h 
L4 .. _____ n 
It) -
L), ... 
Wise . none 
R7 -
L7 B B 
86 F- C B- L L B 
L6 .. - L-MB 
as 1-B 
LS ... 
84 L-B 
Lh DL- B 
R) ... 
L.3 -
Centri c R l at10n 
Fl , . 12, 1) 
Upper Lower 
R1 -
t 1 -
R6 B L (2) 
L6 L (2) 
R7 -
1.1 -
R6 L B L B 
16 L- L 
R5 ~-t R5 DL- D 
t, W3- L L$ '..:.- 9 mm 
'11 B-L Rh Dt-B 
LL B-t L4 'l)t,.B 
R) - R) -
L) - L.3 -
i se: none 
Centrie Occlu ion 
ig . 1L, 75 
Upper Lower 
R7 - R7 -
L7 - L7 -
&6 It c~ L R6 B- nt 
L6 L L6 r.-ml I. 
R5 RS D-B 
L5 , o-L LS • 
ilL RL D-1I 
LL B-L L4D-, B 
R) I.-UWR RJ B-Center 
B 
13 J_ Center t3 B-Dietsl 
, iaCl t2 U BI 
L-n 
Centric Belation Centric Occlusion 
{I~ill · 76, 71 F1:g . 76, 79 
Upper Lower Upper LoweI' 
lt7 - R7 L-' a '8.7 011, B-4t 1t7 L ' B 1.- 8 
L7 L L7 - L 7 l':t-W.L fOOl I.7 L1iB t-DB 
R6 D- OB R6 C-ML 1.- 013 R6 F-C C- B 
1,6 ' L 16 , - Centr &1 1,6 C1L 1,6 F-O 
R5 - R~ ... R~ C-L E5 F- D 
L5 - L5 - L, C-L L5 B-1, 
li4 X au - R4 ' R4 
1,4 x Ll4 - L4,X L4 X 
:3 ... R3 - R3 R R) 'B-Center 
laJ - t) - LJ L L3 'S-Center 
tecs none tacs R2 R2 81 
Centric Reltiit ,i on 
Fi • 80, 81 
Upper :tower 
R7 n-uUS1Y. 
L1 'C- Dt :B 
1.6 L-DB -PI.. 
I)...L\;L 
RS , - L 
L5 -
RL I 
LL l 
83 t 
L ) L-Wm 
iee t none 
f:t7 1.-1)13 
I."l r~B i - DL 
R.6 C-nB '. i 
1.6 B-DB L- DB 
WR 
a5 B-L 
L$ -
RlJ :x 
Lit t 
n3 'B-Center 
L3 s.-Center 
Centric Ocelueioft 
Fig . 82, 63 
Upper Lower 
R7 13-»L'; F 
17 C-PL 
R6 r-u )I- Di.1 
t 
1.6 It- B }A- O!, 
t 
R5 ... t 
LS -
.!l4 X 
LL. 
R3 L 
1,3 t-Mlffi 
ieee none 
R7 L- DB 
17 L- OS nws 
at> C~DR mla 
L6 B-Ua t-DB 
tta 
a, B-L 
L, -
Rli 
L4 1: 
R3 B-Center 
L3 Til- Center 
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